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Cigarette smoking is an inherently spatial practice, not just because the tightening 
of smoking bans across various localities has led to a shrinking number of 
available smoking places – but also because the sensorial pollution that smoking 
bodies engenders does not respect spatial and corporeal boundaries. Consequently, 
smoke is likely to provoke affective responses from non-smoking, and to a lesser 
extent, smoking bodies at a distance. However, the sensual-affectual experiences 
of smoking practices have been conveniently glossed over in the existing 
scholarship on smoking geographies. Therefore, I argue that non-representational 
theory serves as a suitable theoretical tool for exploring smoking spatialities, 
socialities and subjectivities beyond (but including) their rational, cognitive and 
representational aspects. By situating this qualitative study in the context of 
Singapore – where smoking bans are getting more stringent and anti-smoking 
campaigns are getting more aggressive – I demonstrate how this approach sheds 
light on the embodied affectual-emotional modalities wrought into the negotiation 
of smoking and non-smoking spaces, sensory relationalities as well as senses of 
wellbeing.   
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1.1 Lighting up: a preamble 
Smoking is an inherently spatial act. Poland et al (2006:61) recognize it as a 
‘social activity rooted in place’ whereas Collins & Procter (2011: 918) argue that 
‘smoking bans are the most geographical aspect of contemporary tobacco control 
policy’. Indeed, the proliferation of ‘smoke-free spaces’ is a way in which space 
is explicitly mobilized to emplace smoking bodies in designated (quasi)public 
smoking spaces. ‘Smoking’s shrinking geographies’ (Collins & Procter, 2011: 
918) – caused by attempts to regulate the amount of secondhand smoke in the air, 
have brought even some private spaces, such as cars, under surveillance 
(Leatherdale et al, 2008; Leatherdale & Ahmed, 2009) – thus stirring up much 
debate concerning one’s rights to smoking spaces. In view of this, health scholars 
have sought to understand the impact of ‘smoke-free’ legislation on smoking 
practices. It has also been argued that smokers seem to be losing their claims to 
both indoor and outdoor (quasi)public as well as private spaces as a result of such 
an anti-smoking policies.  
 
Following such debates, health geographers have also looked into the discourses 
of health and moral responsibility employed to justify the segregation of smoking 
spaces as a ‘social good’ (Poland, 1998). These segregated spaces throw the 
spatial boundaries of inclusion-exclusion into sharp relief when smokers going for 
a puff are relegated to peripheral areas. This smoker-non-smoker distinction has 
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two outcomes. First, smokers are spatially separated from non-smokers by anti-
smoking laws. Second, smokers are socially distinguished from non-smokers in 
terms of their ‘unhealthiness’ and ‘smelliness’ by public health discourses and 
sensory regimes. While not dismissing this existing work, I hope to infuse 
refreshing insights into smoking geographies by approaching it through the lens 
of non-representational theory, which I further explicate in the next section.  
 
1.2 Thesis objectives and contributions   
An appraisal of the existing scholarship reveals that tobacco research perpetuates 
the expert views of medical scientists striving to ‘protect’ the rights of the non-
smoking public to clean and healthy air space (Hyland et al, 2012; Blanco-
Marquizo et al, 2010). This effaces the flesh and blood of smoking actors on the 
ground as the sensuous and affective dimensions of smoking practices are 
conveniently glossed over (but see DeVerteuil & Wilton, 2009). Health 
geographers have incorporated Foucauldian concepts like that of the 
‘clinical/medical gaze’ and ‘governmentality’ in illuminating the intersections 
among biopower, (un)healthy bodies and space (Poland, 1998; Thompson et al, 
2007). Given that much research in tobacco studies is already driven by a quest to 
correct smoking bodies (Malone & Warner, 2012; MacKay, et al 2012), a 
Foucauldian approach may unintentionally reinforce perceptions of smokers as 
passive victims who have fallen prey to tobacco companies’ devious schemes. 
Although I understand the benign health-related rationale behind such 
scientifically informed tobacco research, the British journal called ‘Tobacco 
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Control’ for example, is a place where an anti-smoking message is incessantly 
repeated, without attending to how smoking subjectivities may be appreciated, 
rather than simply corrected.  
 
While it is not my argument that smoking is an unproblematically positive health-
related practice, I would argue that forcibly correcting smoking actors entails a 
negation of their lived experiences. Tobacco studies, for example, consistently 
sidestep the sensorial and embodied aspects of smoking practices (but see Hoek, 
et al forthcoming). This sensorial sterility is ironic considering that smoking leads 
to substantial amounts of olfactory pollution. Hence, the sensorial impressions 
that non-smokers ascribe to smoking spaces/bodies are rarely posititve. Rather, 
smoking spaces/bodies tend to invoke negative affectual states like revolt and 
condescension in most who are non-smokers.  
 
Therefore, in tandem with a turn towards non-representational theory in 
geography, and towards embodiment more broadly in the last decade or so, I 
suggest that smoking subjectivities and practices need to be understood beyond 
their rational, cognitive and representational aspects (Thrift, 2008; Anderson & 
Harrison, 2010). This is to allow us to explore the kinds of (not-so-)pleasurable 
visceral immediacies that smoking actors experience in specific socio-spatial 
contexts. These experiences include, for example, the tense sensations of risk that 
enhance the tantalizing appeal of a drag, the painful pangs of withdrawal, the 
exasperating desire for a nicotine rush, and the tingling feeling of satisfaction 
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after a smoke. Additionally, the location where a cigarette is smoked impinges on 
the act of smoking (how quickly, how many cigarettes, discretely or openly) 
which in turn influences the affectual states aroused by smoking. Moreover, 
smokers are themselves affected by affecting others. They may feel guilt and 
condemnation. Yet, very little has been said about the affective geographies of 
smoking, that is, who affects and gets affected, when, where and how.   
 
In response to these shortcomings in the current scholarship, this thesis raises the 
following key question: How do people who smoke, experience a variety of 
space(s) in the context of a society that clearly promotes a non-smoking lifestyle? 
This forms the main objective of this thesis. More specifically, I want to 
investigate three interrelated themes crucial to this phenomenon.  
 
i. Smoking spatialities: how smoking individuals are included and/or 
excluded from smoking/non-smoking spaces, and how they maneuver 
between the two, in light of governmental regulations and popular 
discourses on smoking.  
 
ii. Smoking socialities: how social-sensual relations may or may not 
be forged vis-à-vis other smoking and non-smoking actors in shared 
spaces. I investigate how social pressures, norms and atmospheres 
enmeshed in such relationalities reinforce and/or subvert health discourses 
on smoking.  
 
iii. Smoking subjectivities: how smoking individuals make sense of 
their subjective wellbeing and spatially-situated smoking identities beyond 
logical ways that may be in tension with dominant biomedical 
understandings. This is because public health discourses propagated by the 
state have automatically assumed that the rational individual will 
unquestionably choose ‘health’ and avoid smoking. I also explore how 
smokers manage their stigmatized smoking identity with respect to other 





In choosing Singapore as my field site, I hope to uncover how smokers assert 
their agency even in the face of a severe anti-smoking climate buoyed up by 
smoking bans enforced by its National Environmental Agency, and smoking 
cessation campaigns conducted by its Health Promotion Board.  
 
In this thesis, I take a non-representational theoretical approach in interrogating 
the affective and sensorial modalities of smoking spatialities, socialities and 
subjectivities beyond rigid representational frames. As mentioned previously, 
despite draconian efforts at tobacco control in Singapore, I do not assume that all 
smoking individuals are marginalized all the time. While smoking subjectivities 
may tend towards abjection – thus undermining opportunities for experiencing 
more positive affects – this does not imply that smoking actors are entirely 
stripped of their capacities to affect others, to negotiate spaces, social groupings 
and subjectivities to their own (perceived) advantage and sometimes, 
disadvantage.  
 
On a larger urban scale, I suggest that this thesis on smoking geographies can add 
to the imaginations of an emancipatory city that fosters everyday encounters with 
diversity. Cities have long been conceived as creative crucibles of radical 
heterogeneity and unassimilated otherness (Massey, 2005; Amin, 2006) and  
much geographical research on marginalized communities (e.g. sexual dissidents) 
started off by making a case for their claims to livable urban space (Valentine, 
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2008; 2010; Valentine & Waite, 2010). In this vein, smokers form a marginalized 
group of individuals who constitute worthy but under-researched subjects of 
geographical analysis. While I acknowledge and do not discount the harmful 
physical-health implications of smoking practices, understanding how smokers 
inhabit smoking and non-smoking spaces would help us envisage a city of 
multiplicity, one in which conflicting groups of people and practices can co-exist.  
  
1.3 Keeping it burning: thesis organization  
This chapter has sketched an overview of the thesis’ objectives. Chapter Two 
appraises relevant research, before putting forth a non-representational 
theoretical-conceptual framework that undergirds this thesis’ analysis. Chapter 
Three outlines the methodological routes undertaken for this study, and mulls 
over some ethical issues. Chapter Four contextualizes the research in Singapore 
by tracing the gradual expansion of smoking bans over time and space.  Chapter 
Five documents how smokers straddle between open and close(t) spaces, 
inclusion and exclusion, being in-place and out-of-place, private and (quasi)public 
realms, among others. Chapter Six charts sensory topographies of stigmatized 
‘smoky’ and ‘smelly’ smoking bodies as well as their interactions with non-
smoking bodies. Chapter Seven continues to pursue this notion of stigma, and 
how this has implications for smokers’ senses and spaces of wellbeing. More 
generally, it strays away from the medicalization of smoking by investigating how 
smokers come to terms with doing something that is allegedly harmful to 
themselves. Finally, Chapter Eight concludes by laying out the empirical and 
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theoretical contributions of this thesis to the existing scholarship on smoking 




2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMING 
 
An examination of the literature reveals two interrelated strands of work relevant 
to the study of smoking spaces. I begin by situating smoking practices in the 
scholarship on geographies of health (section 2.1). Next, I consider the overlaps 
between the research on geographies of health and exclusion in (quasi)public 
spaces (section 2.2.1), as well as in private spaces (section 2.2.2). In so doing, I 
demonstrate that the current scholarship on smoking geographies has mostly 
disregarded its embodied aspects (section 2.2.3). For this reason, I seek to 
illustrate the utility of understanding smoking geographies through the lens of 
non-representational theory (section 2.3) so as to address the affectual (section 
2.3.1) and sensual modalities (section 2.3.2) of smoking experiences.  
 
2.1 Smoking as a health-related geographical concern  
In examining smoking as a health issue, I note how this body of work developed 
only after the 1990s. Further, as I go on to show, existing expositions on smoking 
geographies reaffirm the structure-agency binary.  
 
Smoking as a practice is situated in a specific socio-spatial milieu and health 
geographers have increasingly sought to study this phenomenon (Poland et al, 
2006). Before the 1990s, however, a focus on smoking was virtually non-existent 
in human geographical research. It was only in the late 1990s that Poland (1998) 
wrote about the interrelations between smoking, health-related stigma and the 
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purification of space. Since then, smoking research can be primarily divided along 
the lines of epistemological and methodological inquiry. Quantitative analyses are 
often affiliated with a positivistic medical geography. For example, in striving to 
map and model spatial health variations engendered by smoking practices, Moon 
et al (2010) argue that smoking exhibits strong relations with deprivation by 
interrogating the connections between smoking and Maori ethnic segregation in 
New Zealand. Quantitative studies continue to have salience, partly due to their 
contributions to policy-making (see Tomintz et al, 2008; Moon & Barnett, 2003).  
 
In comparison, qualitative analyses that have surfaced after the 1990s are less 
concerned about smoking statistics, and more invested in shifting the focus away 
from reductionist interpretations of smoking-as-pathology towards a deeper 
engagement with social/critical theory in a post-medical health geography 
(Thompson et al, 2007; 2009a; 2009b).  Their focus is on how ‘smoking is related 
to place’ and how ‘such links are reciprocal’ (Pearce et al, forthcoming: 2). 
Meanwhile, geographers have also been rallying for the importance of one’s 
socio-emotional health beyond biomedical perspectives (Kearns, 1993; Kearns & 
Gesler, 1998, Kearns & Moon, 2002). Even more recently, geographers have 
come to speak of geographies of wellbeing, invoking it in ways that are far 
removed from medicalized considerations, to include for example, one’s state of 
contentment and happiness (Kearns & Andrews, 2010; Jayne et al, 2011). On the 
one hand, they are careful not to allow the terms ‘health’ and ‘well-being’ to 
become too vague and hence slip into an abyss of meaninglessness (Fleuret & 
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Atkinson, 2007; Bendelow, 2009). On the other, they are determined to dispel the 
notion of space as a passive backdrop to one’s health, instead seeing it as a social-
cultural occurrence that is constantly produced by the ‘connections between 
different people, places, practices and processes’ (Jayne et al, 2008:250). This 
echoes Kearns & Moon’s (2002:609) discussion about how spaces are no longer 
figured as ‘unproblematized activity container(s)’ but are active co-constituents of 
health-related practices.    
 
In addition, many health geographers have begun to critique the oppressive nature 
of public health discourses, despite their alleged benevolence (Brown & Burges 
Watson, 2010; Craddock & Brown, 2010; Twigg & Cooper, 2010). Peterson 
(1996) and Peterson & Lupton (1996) write about ‘public health regimes’ as 
systems of power that inscribe themselves onto bodies by prescribing ‘properly-
mapped’ routes towards achieving ‘healthiness’. Fusco (2006; 2007) terms this 
‘healthification’, a process that vilifies bodies identified as ‘sick/unhealthy’. This 
‘public health’ rhetoric rests on an ethics of responsibility, such that individuals 
who do not conform to its dictates are demonized. Therefore, health geographers 
have espoused the usefulness of Foucault’s concepts like the ‘clinical/medical 
gaze’ and ‘governmentality’ in theorizing the spatial regulation of unhealthy 
bodies through a process of unending self-examination and self-care (Philo, 2000; 
Brown, 2000; Brown & Duncan, 2002). More specifically, geographers interested 
in smoking subjectivities have examined how smokers are read as the epitome of 
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‘unhealthiness’ because of their failure to censure urges that will purportedly put 
them at an elevated risk of lung cancer (Thompson et al 2009a).  
 
This ‘imperative of health’ (Foucault, 1994), however, has been criticized for its 
overemphasis on the discursive construction of smoking and smokers; in so doing, 
it has understated the phenomenological experiences of smokers as well as their 
active negotiation in defining their own versions of holistic wellbeing (Williams 
& Benelow, 1998; Brown & Duncan, 2000). In addition, a Foucaldian-informed 
health geography tends to reify the structural constraints that smokers face, such 
that they cannot unabashedly declare their smoking practices in space (Gesler & 
Kearns, 2002; Dyck & Kearns, 2006). For instance, Poland (2000) illustrates how 
smokers reposition themselves as ‘considerate smokers’ in order to smoothen the 
sharp edges of social criticism. He explains how ‘inconsiderate smoking’ is 
deemed as socially inapt because it alludes to a direct defiance against a 
normative ethos of smoking control. Nevertheless, he lapses back to a valorization 
of structural constraints by explaining how ‘practices framed in terms of 
consideration may also signal resignation and powerlessness on the part of 
smokers in the face of legislative change’ (2000:6) thereby stressing the limits to 
what the individual can do to have the best of both worlds. In view of this, much 
more could be done to take the agency of smokers seriously as they navigate the 




It is important not to ignore these in-between spaces because it has been observed 
that some smokers defy neat categorizations of ‘smoker’ and ‘non-smoker’. For 
example, Thompson et al (2009a) foreground smokers’ malleable positionalities 
as they skillfully conceal their smoking habits so as to be ‘in place’ in specific 
socio-spatial contexts. It is also not uncommon for individuals to self-proclaim as 
a non-smoker, even if they smoke occasionally at social events (Bottorff et al, 
2009). A destabilization of such a strict smoker/non-smoker divide may help us 
with a more complex analysis of choice and agency.  
 
2.2 The nexus between geographies of health and exclusion 
A second major strand of the existing literature has addressed how smokers are 
excluded from both public and private spaces. This body of work highlights how 
smoking geographies can benefit from deconstructing the sharp polarizations 
between spaces of inclusion-exclusion as well as public-private spaces. In 
reviewing this literature, I show how an emotional/affectual and sensorial point of 
entry is a useful one in fleshing out smoking spaces as both ‘unhealthy’ and 
exclusionary.  
 
2.2.1 Out-of-place in (quasi)public spheres   
The scholarship on exclusionary geographies has converged on how transgressive 
bodily practices that challenge moral ideologies are marginalized (Philo, 1991; 
Sibley, 1995; Cresswell, 1996; 1997). This rendering of matter/people ‘out of 
place’ can be traced back to the insights of Douglas’ (1975) anthropological work 
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on Purity and Danger as well as Kristeva’s writing (1982) on Powers of Horror: 
An Essay on Abjection. Many geographers have taken up these ideas and have 
illustrated the geographies of displacement experienced by groups of people 
deemed as ‘risky’, ‘defiled’, and as ‘vectors of disease’, among others. Some 
examples include the expulsion of prostitutes (Hubbard, 1998; 1999), tramps 
(Cresswell, 1999), New Age Travelers (Halfacree, 1996), HIV-positive patients 
(Craddock, 2000) and drug users (Malins et al, 2006; Robertson, 2007; Rhodes et 
al, 2007), in order for particular places to be construed as ‘safe’ and/or ‘clean’. 
These works have emphasized the overlaps between the geographies of health and 
exclusion. Indeed, various technologies have long been employed to discipline 
and differentiate ‘unhygienic’ and ‘unhealthy’ bodies as ‘outsiders’. Alongside 
this, scholars have looked into the sequestering of smoking bodies in designated 
(quasi)public smoking spaces, and how this commonly engenders what Goffman 
(1963a) calls the ‘mortification of the self’ because of his/her heightened visibility 
(Poland, 1998; Fischer & Poland, 1998; Poland et al, 1999). They have implied 
that such a practice is reminiscent of a spatial apartheid, albeit one that is carried 
out in the name of public health. 
 
Health scholars have deployed the concept of spatial purification to document 
smokers’ and non-smokers’ contested claims to public space, with regards to the 
enforcement of ‘smoke-free areas’ across many localities (Poland, 1998; 
Wakefield, et al, 2000; Nykiforuk et al, 2008; Kelly, 2009; Bell et al, 2010; 
Hargreaves et al, 2010; Ritchie et al, 2010a). This strategy of ‘denormalization’ 
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driven by state sponsored tobacco-control programmes strive to destabilise 
smoking as an acceptable social practice and these programmes make explicit use 
of place as a political tool to prohibit smoking in certain spaces (Chapman & 
Freeman, 2008; Setten & Brown 2009). Tapping into this vein of work, 
geographers have on the one hand, explored the discourses of health and moral 
responsibilities that have been utilized to legitimize such (b)ordering practices 
because smokers are perceived as infringing the rights of non-smokers to clean 
and healthy air space. On the other hand, it has been argued that these formal 
controls over smoking have led to a dip in the availability of smoking spaces, 
decreased frequency of smoke breaks, as well as a reconfiguration of social 
(inter)actions. This is because going out for a puff entails not just leaving 
particular premises, but also having to temporarily relinquish the social activity 
that is taking place. In addition, Thompson et al (2007) contend that the formation 
of such exclusionary ‘smoking islands’ may work to fortify and habituate 
smoking practices instead of encouraging individuals to give them up.   
 
2.2.2 Negotiating smoking identities in private spheres  
Academics have reminded us that public and private spheres need to be 
understood relationally, as public smoking bans do have ramifications on quasi-
public and private smoking spaces (Philips et al, 2007; Robinson & Kirkcaldy, 
2007a; 2007b; Thompson et al, 2009a; Bell et al, 2010). They have explained how 
spatial boundaries of inclusion and exclusion tend to be ambiguous and can lend 
themselves to multiple interpretations by multiple groups of people. For example, 
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Kelly (2009) explains that while smokers are banished to (quasi)public smoking 
rooms in private establishments such as clubs/bars/lounges, these places quickly 
become conducive sites of social solidarity as the exchanges of cigarettes and 
lighters facilitate social conviviality. Kelly also invites us to think beyond 
presumptions of non-smokers as automatically favouring the smoking ban and 
smokers as opposing it. Instead, smokers can be sympathetic towards the non-
smokers’ predicaments and vice-versa. Moreover, smoking remains a kind of 
privileged bohemian ‘subcultural capital’, at least for youths, and it is intimately 
tied to adjectives such as sophistication, confidence and freedom (Thornton, 1995; 
Wearing & Wearing, 1994; 2000; Haines et al, 2009). In sum, the study of 
smoking spaces is an intellectually relevant project for geographers. Further, it 
foregrounds the smoking body as a site that theoretically challenges pseudo-
dichotomies of structure and agency, inclusion and exclusion, (quasi)public and 
private spheres.  
 
Further these academics have highlighted how public smoking sanctions can 
cause smokers to lose their entitlements to both private and public spaces as 
smokers avoid smoking at home in order to protect their non-smoking family 
members from secondhand smoke; alternatively, it can also displace smoking into 
the domestic sphere, thereby heightening the health risk of non-smokers. As such, 
they argue that smoking identities are contingent in space-time and are influenced 
by a plurality of positionalities, including one’s role in the family. However, more 
could be said about how one’s voluntary or involuntary abstinence from smoking 
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at home goes beyond health reasons, to take into consideration for instance, secret 
smoking out of fear or respect for one’s parents as well as the practicalities of not 
wanting to defile the familial house.  
 
Whereas the research on public spaces has considered the socio-spatial 
contestations between smokers and non-smokers, the literature on smoking in 
(relatively more) private spaces has explored how smokers negotiate their 
multifaceted identities, especially as parents. Much attention has been devoted to 
smoking practices in domestic spaces by elucidating the experiences of mothers, 
and how their identities as self-indulgent smokers are disjunctive with their role as 
caregivers accountable for the health of their families (Green et al, 2003; 
Robinson & Kirkcaldy, 2007a; 2007b). They describe how mothers who are 
cognizant of the health risks of smoking attempt to reconcile this with their urge 
to smoke at home by offering various rationalizations. For instance, these mothers 
attribute childhood sickness to other uncontrollable causes and contend that 
smoke travels anyway, so it does not help to smoke a distance away from their 
children. In the same vein, Robinson & Kirkcaldy (2007a) discuss the emotional 
turbulence engendered by the spatial gap between smoking mother and child. 
More recently, nascent research has explored the smoking subjectivities of fathers 
in the home space (Bottorff et al, 2009; Bottorff et al, 2010). Bottorff et al’s work 
explain that fathers who have decided to quit for (the health of) their babies 
reformulate their ideas of masculinity by casting themselves as loving fathers. 
Others who continue smoking, frame it as a form of risk-taking, or portray 
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themselves as resilient to its intrinsic health threats, thus similarly bolstering their 
masculinity. They go on to evince women’s complicity in men’s smoking 
practices in the domain of the home, by defending as well as regulating their 
smoking habits. Clearly, this brings out private spheres as significant sites where 
smokers negotiate a myriad of often conflicting social identities vis-à-vis 
normative conventions in domestic spaces.  
 
2.2.3 The exiled smoking body in public and private spaces  
The smoking body along the continuum of public and private spaces is generally 
regarded to be ‘in exile’ in both the literature on health and moral geographies. 
Efforts to ‘de-normalize’ smoking by enforcing separate public spaces for 
smokers magnifies the shame that they have to bear. Moreover, smoking has been 
deemed as a deplorable practice assaulting almost all the senses since the 17th 
century:  
 
Men [sic] should not be…making the filthy smoke…to infect the 
air...that the sweetness of a man’s [sic] breath being a good gift of 
God, should be willfully corrupted by this stinking smoke…to live 
in perpetual stinking torment… a custom loathsome to the eye, 
hateful to the nose, harmful to the brain, dangerous to the lung 
(cited in Parker-Pope, 2001:145) 
 
This excerpt from the Counterblaste to Tobacco written by King James I in 1604 
relied on the notion of ‘the king as a medical authority’ (Ziser, 2005: 735) who 
meticulously inspected the (public) health of the (private) body politic. He saw 
himself as Christ’s representative and that cemented his absolute reign in England. 
He was also a physician and perceived popular knowledges pertaining to tobacco 
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as a panacea, an attack on his medical authority (Ziser, 2005). Accordingly, he 
strove to invert such knowledges by naming tobacco as a toxic substance. Such an 
autocratic attitude is not unlike that of contemporary public health discourses. It is 
thus evident that power is localized through its effect on bodies. Yet, the sensual 
pleasures and perils of smoking embodiment have been neglected in the literature. 
This reflects a larger research gap in health and moral geographies that lacks 
engagement with lived material corporeality (Kearns & Moon, 2002), even as 
some geographers are beginning to rectify this theoretical chasm (Moss & Dyck, 
1996; Parr, 1998; 2002; Parr & Butler, 1999).  
 
Further, while parental smoking subjectivities have been studied, analyses of 
youths who smoke and how they appropriate and/or avoid private domestic spaces 
are sorely lacking in the geographical literature. Little is known about how youths 
feel about not being ‘at home’ with smoking; as feminist geographers have 
suggested, private spaces are not necessarily havens offering solace from 
suffocating societal restrictions (Blunt & Varley, 2004). Rather, discourses of 
public health can permeate private spheres and family members may conspire to 
extend their reach into these domains. Thus, public smoking spaces may instead 
take on more ‘private’ characteristics through the affordances of anonymity as 
they are associated with more positive meanings like comfort and respite, thereby 




Therefore, I argue that a study of smoking geographies informed by a non-
representational perspective functions as a corrective to an overemphasis on the 
discursive construction of smokers. Having reviewed the existing literature, the 
next section presents an overarching conceptual framework that gathers together 
the affectual/emotional and sensorial dimensions of smoking.  
 
2.3 Theoretical and conceptual framing   
A non-representational thrust promises a more focused approach towards the 
embodied modalities of the spaces of smoking bodies. I suggest that there is a 
pressing need to recognize smoking as a seductively sensuous and affective 
spatial practice. Despite a deluge of representational claims of smoking as health 
threatening, this may explain why smoking practices persist, thus potentially 
getting at what ‘so much health…proselytizing has failed to reach’ (Bunton, 
1996:119). Although the body is a prime location from which we feel and sense 
the world, much of the research on smoking geographies, particularly those 
informed by Foucault (1975), remain largely disembodied. While Foucault uses 
terms like ‘biopower’ and ‘biopolitics’, he has been critiqued for valorizing the 
discursive production of (smoking) bodies which occludes their materially lived 
realities (Crossley, 1995; Turner, 2000). Likewise, Poland et al (2006: 61) 
contend that smoking is always a performance executed through strategic bodily 
techniques: ‘How the cigarette is being held and smoked can demonstrate bodily 
competence (being “cool”) that must be acquired through practice, as new 




In addition, geographers have for some time recognized bodies as producers of 
space (Lefebvre, 1991; Longhurst 1997; 2000, Teather, 1999). Therefore, I argue 
that the incorporation of non-representational perspectives redresses the omission 
of the smoking body in the present literature. Drawing on ontogenetic 
conceptualizations of space, smoking bodies are indispensible in allowing 
smoking spaces to ‘take place’. It is apparent, then, that (corpo)realities and other 
spaces are not just inert containers or surfaces on which society stamps its 
indelible imprint – it is animate, sensate, affected and affective.  
 
In this thesis, I apply these concepts of the affectual and the sensual in three 
interrelated ways. First, I explore the affectual/emotional dimensions of smoking 
spatialities across a variety of public, quasi-public and private smoking sites. I 
also detail the (subversive) strategies that smokers employ as they calibrate the 
extent of being in and/or out of place as well as in and/or out of the closet 
pertaining to their smoking selves in relation to specific places. Second, I expound 
on smoking socialities that are realised sensually by addressing the socio-spatial 
relations that smoking can assemble and disassemble. Third, I explore how 
smoking subjectivities merge with emotional-sensual-social interpretations of 
health/well-being vis-a-vis other axes of differences. The next section provides an 





2.3.1 The affective geographies of smoking  
In this section, I embed smoking practices in an affectively attuned geographical 
investigation of spaces before moving on to describe the positive and negative 
affectual states induced by smoking. Further, I show that places – real or 
imagined – are vital ingredients for rousing particular affective intensities. 
 
Urban encounters with ‘other’ bodies are mediated through sensuous and affective 
registers (Lim, 2010; Crang & Tolia-Kelly, 2010; Tolia-Kelly & Crang, 2010). 
Consonant with this, Anderson & Holden’s (2008: 142) ‘affective urbanism’ also 
rides upon a non-representational wave and capitalizes on a conceptual 
vocabulary that has been developed for us think through cities as ‘roiling 
maelstroms of affect’ (Thrift, 2004: 57). These geographers have illustrated how 
emotions are about spaces of (dis)connections that (re)organize bodies in relation 
to proximate encounters with people/objects in the urban landscape that are felt as 
for instance, distasteful. This research trajectory expands on Ahmed’s (2004) 
seminal piece on the relational production of emotion. In particular, Ahmed (2004: 
11) observes that the word emotion originates from the Latin emovere which 
means ‘(to) move out’. Congruent with this, she explores what affects/emotions 
do – they move and circulate between bodies. Since emotions and emotional 
spaces impel (re)actions towards or away from things and people, cultural 





There is an awareness/‘a-where-ness’ surrounding the affective states brought 
about by psycho-active substances. Some social scientists have disturbed the 
disembodied and medicalized voice of public health discourses to argue that 
pleasure is a reasonable motivation for drug use (O’Malley & Valverde, 2004; 
Hunt, 2007). Similarly, Weinberg (2002:14) points out the ‘brute sensations’ that 
compel/sustain one’s consumption of addictive substances. Instead of being 
mediated by a rational cost-benefit analysis or cognitive thought, these sensations 
are pre-reflexive.  Likewise, geographers DeVerteuil & Wilton (2009:486) call for 
‘less focus on pharmaceutical/health effects and (il)legality and more emphasis on 
personal consumption as well as experiences of pain and pleasure’ in research 
pertaining to the geographies of psychoactive substances. More specifically, they 
comment on how the deliciously tense sensations of risk that accompanies (youth) 
smoking tends to be edited out in the literature.  
 
For this reason, it is worth quoting literary critic Richard Klein (1993: 27) at 
length, to describe the confluence of space, smoking and affective sensations. He 
contends that cigarettes are the ‘wands of Dionysus’ that can magically conjure up 
a different space-time or invoke different ‘affective atmospheres’ (see also 
Anderson, 2009; Duff, 2010):  
 
[Cigarettes] do not satisfy desire, they exasperate it. The more one 
yields to the excitation of smoking, the more…voluptuously, 
cruelly, and sweetly it awakens desire – it inflames what it 




The cigarette…choreographs a dance, narrating a story in signs 
that are written hieroglyphically in space and breath (Klein, 
1993:8).  
 
[Smoking is] a parenthesis in the time of ordinary experience, a 
space and time of heightened attention that gives rise to a feeling 
of transcendence, evoked through the ritual of fire…connecting 
hands, lungs, breath and mouth (Klein, 1993:16). 
 
This is because cigarettes are capable of bringing smokers to the gateways of 
fantasyland: ‘this tyrannical cigarette that takes everything from you, chases you 
away from everything, exiles you from everything, doesn’t it lead you anywhere 
and give you something? Yes, it…carries you away in inalterable mystic joy’ 
(Klein, 1993: 46). Therefore, smoking sites become repositories of one’s dreamy 
subjectivities: ‘Each puff on a cigarette momentarily opens up a gray-blue balloon 
above the smoker’s head, a beautifully defined space for dreaming, an escape 
from the harsh constraints of necessity’ (Klein, 1993: 138). The quotes above 
exemplify the deep intermeshing of cigarettes with affectual time-spaces and 
smoking subjectivities. Smoking may be a trivial and frivolous spatial act, but it is 
certainly not divested of feelings.  
 
In addition, affects are not just emotional states, they constitute an action-
potential – an ‘energetic expression of the force of practice in place’ (Duff, 2010: 
891; see also Spinoza, 1989). Hence, it is important to note that one’s propensity 
to act and affect are somewhat determined by the spatial circumstances in which 
one’s body finds itself (Gatens & Lloyd, 1999). Kraftl & Adey (2008:226) stress 
that architectural designs may engineer particular affective atmospheres as they 
‘limit, design(ate) and demarcate’ particular practices in place. In the same vein, 
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Duff (2010: 885) argues that ‘just as bodies affect one another in place, bodies are 
inevitably affected by place’, as places offer affective possibilities for the 
realization of certain performances. As such, the lack of acceptable smoking 
places may result in the welling up of less than enjoyable emotional currents.  
 
In addition, public health commentator Burris (2008: 475) urges us to think about 
the consequences of eliciting repulsive feelings towards smoking bodies: ‘How 
ethical is it for the state to implement [a] visceral mode of social control that 
characterizes stigma?’ Although the public smoking ban is primarily driven by an 
intention to protect the air spaces of non-smokers, it may inadvertently encourage 
the production of negative feelings towards the conspicuous congregation of 
smoking bodies. Therefore it is important to note how ‘complicated series of 
affective force relations unfold’ between smoking and non-smoking bodies 
(Woodward & Lea, 2010: 160). Further, thinking through how stigmatized bodies 
feel in place raises a recourse to the notion that ‘a body that is signified as a 
source of fear through its markedness cannot be free to affect and be affected 
similarly to one that is not’ (Tolia-Kelly, 2006: 215).   
 
This affective tonality can potentially contribute to the facilitation of more joyful 
smoking encounters (Woodward & Lea, 2010). According to Deleuze (1988), 
good encounters with other bodies empower the body’s potentiality to act, which 
may encourage smoking and non-smoking bodies to be performed in a better way. 
Therefore, further geographical research is required to find out the places in 
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which smoking bodies experience a diminished capacity to act and find their 
abject status most salient (Woodward & Lea, 2010). On the same ethical note, an 
interest in smoking spaces and bodies is also about reclaiming marginalized (but 
not passive) ‘bodies at the edges’ (Tolia-Kelly, 2010:363) or what Popeke calls an 
embodied ‘subaltern sense of space’ (2010:449) that has been constantly 
suppressed by hegemonic public health discourses. Such a perspective could 
buttress the argument that emotional reactions such as revulsion may be 
intentionally invoked by health authorities in order to legitimize the explusion of 
smoking bodies from smoke-free spaces. These smoke-free spaces are usually 
privileged as healthier, more wholesome places in comparison to various 
designated/non-desingated smoking areas, thereby disproportionately saturating 
smoking spaces/bodies with negative affectual states like shame and humilation.  
As affectual and sensual states implicate one another, the next section goes on to 
deal with the sensuous dimensions of smoking.  
 
2.3.2 The sensuous geographies of smoking  
Writing on sensuous multiculturalism, Wise (2010) makes a case not only for a 
spatio-relational politics of emotions, but also a sensual politics. In so doing, she 
enumerates how inter-corporeal spacings are adjusted in relation to conceptions of 
‘smelly’ racialized bodies, and how such inter-bodily distances are telling of 
which bodies are (un)welcome in space. She explains that it is not only emotional 
currents like fear that cause some bodies to be deemed as repulsive; sensual 
modalities like smell matter too. Indeed, smell is inextricably bound up with 
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constructions of Otherness and the subsequent delineation of Self-Other 
boundaries (Lefebvre, 1991; Rodaway, 1994; Lupton, 1999; Low, 2009; Low & 
Kalekin-Fishman, 2010). For example, white young men legitimize their racist 
attitudes by describing Pakistani houses as ‘stink[ing] of curry and shit’ (Nayak, 
2010: 2385).  
 
I would argue that an emphasis on a visceral olfactory politics of 
racial/ethnic/cultural difference can be transposed to the public’s immense disdain 
towards bodies that spew out ‘malodourous’, ‘malicious’ and ‘malignant’ smoke. 
However, the existing literature is very much sensorially sterile even though 
smoking necessitates some form of sensory pollution. Thus, a multi-sensory 
apprehension of smoking bodies/spaces aims to redress an overwhelming 
occularcentrism that has characterized tobacco research. Although Gilman & Xun 
(2004:12) contend that ‘smoke satisfies our craving for pleasant odours, warms 
our skins, comforts our soul, [and] heals our sorrow’, smoke that emanates from 
the smoking body is neither innocuous nor innocent. It smells, contaminates and 
invades. Smell/smoke is insidious because it can penetrate other bodies 
unwittingly. It does not respect spatial boundaries, and usually resists containment 
in space.  The privileged formal body is one whose orifices are closed off from 
the rest of society, but the inhalation and exhalation of smoke makes apparent the 
insecurity of bodily boundaries (Klein, 1993; Longhurst, 1997; 2000; Tinkler, 
2006). The myth of the formal body demonstrates how bodies are relationally 
constituted and how the sensuous over-spilling of smoke provokes other bodies to 
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pleat into it. Smoking is constructed as an abominable socio-spatial act because 
the onslaught of smoke offends the senses of other bodies. Dennis (2006; 2011) 
elucidates the ability of smell/smoke to dissolve the Self/Other dichotomy and 
this makes the generators of such smoke doubly revolting. Smell/smoke thus 
brings to the forefront our inevitable involvement with Other bodies and our 
spatial environment.  
 
Nevertheless, the scholarship on smoking has made little mention about non-
smokers’ sensual perceptions of smokers. While geographical studies have done 
much to tease out the constellations of embodied feelings and sensations that are 
induced when people are confronted with racialized others in space, smoking 
bodies have been left off the agenda. Consequently, more attention needs to be 
paid to how affective/sensual encounters with smoking bodies vivify the 
discursive claims of smokers as defiling/decaying/diseased. 
 
2.4 Summary  
I have illustrated how the geographical scholarship on health and moral 
geographies has led us to understand health as a political concept that disciplines 
and hierarchises bodies in space. However, scant attention has been paid to how 
(smoking) bodies are not bounded entities; rather, they are permeable conduits for 
the flow of affective and sensual currents (Thrift, 2009). Therefore, I have argued 
that an emphasis on these currents not only affords us glimpses of how smokers 
(make) sense (of) the world, it allows us to explore one’s dynamic capacity to 
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act/affect, and in turn, the fluid interplay between structure and agency. More than 
just sensations, affect underscores an impulse – ‘a sense of push in the world’ 
(Thrift, 2004: 60), a forcing that cannot be predicted in advance as affective 
capacities are transmitted from one body to another (Duff, 2011; Abrahamsson & 
Simpson, 2011; Brennan, 2004).  
 
I have shown that bodies are differentiated (smoking and non-smoking bodies as 
well as variations of smoking bodies), and are not predetermined by identitarian 
categories alone. In responding to critiques of non-representational geographies as 
reproducing the universal and undifferentiated subject (Colls, 2011; Tolia-Kelly, 
2006; Jacobs & Nash, 2003), I aim to give preeminence to ‘difference as force, to 
the force of differentiation…and the differentiation of forces’ (Grosz, 2005:172). 
To this end, I explore how smoking bans are structural forcings that differentiate 
bodies; so are sensory paradigms that impute smoking bodies with ‘malodour’. 
These forces operate in concert to establish (dis)connections and are felt across 
bodies and spaces as affective states.  
 
To reiterate, outlining the emotional/affective/sensual contours of our relational 
engagement with smoking bodies that may be life-enhancing and/or life-depleting 
to smokers and non-smokers alike can augment the scholarship on smoking 
geographies beyond its current fold. The rest of the thesis does this in three 
interlinked ways, through the investigation of smoking spatialities (Chapter five), 
socialities (Chapter six) and subjectivities (Chapter seven) (cf. Mansvelt, 2005). 
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My hope is that privileging the affectual-sensual geographies of smoking can 
counter, or at least, provide an alternative to medico-moral discourses that tend to 
demonize the pleasures of everyday life. Having identified the strengths and 
shortcomings in the literature, the next chapter discusses the methods and 












3 METHODOLOGICAL FERMENTATIONS 
 
My overall methodological route was qualitative as I wanted to elicit full-bodied 
and in-depth smoking experiences from the ground up that could not be easily 
measurable or reduced to statistical figures. More specifically, following Thrift 
(2004: 85), I adopted a non-representational methodology that embraced ‘a kind 
of energetic, an interest in moments of indeterminacy, undecideability, and 
ambivalence, the abandonment of subject-predicate forms of thought, an 
orientation to thought as inclusive of affect’, and a general sense of the tonality of 
any socio-spatial context.  That entails undertaking re-search that does not pre-
define what smoking is, but to re-learn the banal yet eventful possibilities that 
may invigorate everyday smoking geographies (Laurier & Philo, 2006). I begin 
by discussing the methods employed in order to accomplish the specific aims of 
this thesis (section 3.1) before expounding on the messy ethical issues that are 
implicated in smoking research (section 3.2).  Lastly, I conclude by reflecting on 
my positionality as a non-smoker, and how that has had implications for carrying 
out my research (section 3.3). 
 
Fieldwork is a thoroughly embodied undertaking that reveals the sensual-affective 
entanglement of mind-body-environment (Howes, 2005). In this respect, I was 
sensitive towards how my respondents and my embodied state of being-in-the-
world were not just instruments for data collection as we navigated the spatiality 
of the field. Our bodies were interpretative resources too. In addition, we were 
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involved in not just describing, but also producing the phenomenon that I was 
inspecting. Therefore, I was concerned about the emplacement, visibility and 
performance of my corporeal self as I conducted ethnographic observations, walk-
along sessions and interviews. Besides jotting down observations of smokers and 
the spatial contexts they were in, my field notes were punctuated with references 
to my corporeal sensations and comportments as I placed myself firmly within my 
research findings (Coffey, 1999; Atkinson et al, 2008).  
 
3. 1 Methods 
3.1.1 Interviews  
I conducted informal, semi-structured, mostly face-to-face interviews with three 
groups of participants. The first group consisted of smokers (self identified, at the 
time of research) (Table 3.1 and 3.2). There were more male than female 
participants, reflecting a broader gender bias in terms of smoking prevalence in 
Singapore. Men are six times more likely to smoke than women, and the 
percentage of male and female smokers has increased over the last three years, 
from 2007 to 2010 (Table 3.3). In terms of race, the Chinese are the majority in 
Singapore, but I deliberately oversampled for Malay respondents as they are more 
likely to smoke in comparison to other ethnic groups. The percentage of Malay 
smokers has seen the greatest increase over the last three years, from 2007 to 





TABLE 3.1 LIST OF FEMALE SMOKING RESPONDENTS ACCORDING 
TO CATEGORY OF SMOKER 
 
No Pseudonym Age Educatio
n 
Occupation Category of 
smoker  
Race 
1 Mel 20 Tertiary Undergraduate Ex-casual Chinese 
2 Angel 20 Tertiary Polytechnic 
student 
Ex-regular Chinese  
3 Peiqing 22 Tertiary Retail assistant  Ex-social Chinese 
4 Ai 23 Tertiary Administrator  Regular Eurasian  
5 Eliz 29 Tertiary Administrator Regular Filipino 
6 Fazliana 27 Secondary Civil servant Regular Malay 
7 Flora 22 Tertiary Copy editor Regular Chinese 
8 Hannah  23 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Malay 
9 Hisa 29 Tertiary Civil servant Regular Malay 
10 Isabelle 24 Tertiary Administrator  Regular Chinese 
11 Linda  24 Tertiary Research 
Associate 
Regular Chinese 
12 Penny 22 Tertiary Tuition teacher Regular Chinese 
13 Sammi 23 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Chinese 
14 Susan 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Chinese 
15 Sally 22 Tertiary Unemployed Regular Chinese 
16 Shi Hui  22 Tertiary Gallery assistant Regular Chinese 
17 Sinha 24 Tertiary Theatre 
practitioner  
Regular Indian 
18 Vionna 24 Tertiary Gender activist Regular Chinese 
19 Yileen  22 Tertiary Travel planner Regular Chinese 
20 Peili  24 Tertiary Financial 
consultant 
Regular  Chinese 
21 Dawn 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Indian 
22 Eve 21 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Chinese 
23 Haley 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Indian 
24 Maslina 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Malay 
25 Radhiya 24 Tertiary Tuition teacher Social Malay 
26 Shasha  21 Tertiary Administrator  Social Chinese 
27 Vinny 18 Primary Club hostess Social Chinese 
28 Wendy 23 Tertiary Administrator  Social Chinese 





TABLE 3.2 LIST OF MALE SMOKING RESPONDENTS ACCORDING 
TO CATEGORY OF SMOKER 
 
No Pseudonym Age Education Occupation Category of 
smoker  
Race 
1 Dic 29 Tertiary Post-graduate Chain-regular Chinese 
2 Jain 28 Tertiary Engineer  Ex-regular Indian 
3 Martin  23 Tertiary Musician  Ex-regular Chinese 
4 Wally 25 Institute of 
Technical 
Education  
Driver Ex-regular Chinese 
5 Victor 27 Tertiary Post-graduate Lapsed-regular Chinese 
6 Abel 25 Tertiary Teacher Regular Chinese 
7 Andy  23 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Indian 
8 Benny 29 Tertiary Civil servant Regular Chinese 
9 Boon 25 Tertiary Navy officer Regular Chinese 
10 Cain 22 Tertiary Part-time dancer Regular Chinese 
11 Dean 26 Tertiary Salesman  Regular Chinese 
12 Earl  25 Institute of 
Technical 
Education 
Retail assistant  Regular Chinese 
13 Fang  27 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Chinese 
14 Faz 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Malay 
15 Fong  24 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Chinese 
16 Jackson 28 Tertiary Post-graduate Regular Chinese 
17 Jhee 23 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Indian 
18 Jarrell  26 Tertiary  Post-graduate Regular Chinese 
19 Hafiz 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Malay 
20 Mat 24 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Malay  
21 Shafiq 26 Tertiary Unemployed Regular Malay 
22 Swee 25 Tertiary Administrator  Regular Chinese 
23 Salman  24 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Malay 
24 Vishva 24 Tertiary Undergraduate Regular Indian 
25 Cadan  23 Tertiary Retail assistant  Regular  Chinese 
26 Jie 23 Tertiary Retail assistant Regular  Chinese 
27 Jaden  26 Tertiary Unemployed Regular  Chinese 
28 Shawn 26 Tertiary Banker Regular  Chinese 
29 Shai  27 Tertiary Administrator  Secret Indian 
30 Hwee 26 Tertiary Research Associate Secret-regular Chinese 
31 Alan 23 Tertiary Businessman  Social Indian 
32 Indu 25 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Indian 
33 Izzy 22 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Malay 
34 Jared 24 Tertiary Undergraduate Social Indian 
35 Josh  26 Tertiary Post-graduate Social Chinese 
36 Tom 28 Tertiary Engineer  Social Chinese 





TABLE 3.3 SMOKING PREVALENCE BY GENDER IN SINGAPORE 
  
Gender Percentage in 2007 Percentage in 2010 
Male (18-69 years old) 23.7 % 24.7 % 
Female (18-69 years old) 3.7% 4.2 % 
Source: National Health Surveillance, 2007; National Health Survey, 2010 
 
TABLE 3.4 SMOKING PREVALENCE BY RACE IN SINGAPORE 
 
Race Percentage in 2007 Percentage in 2010 
Malay  (18-69 years old) 23.2 % 26.5 % 
Chinese (18-69 years old) 12.3 % 12.8 % 
Indian (18-69 years old) 11.4 % 10.1 % 
Source: National Health Surveillance, 2007; National Health Survey, 2010 
 
By the term ‘smoker’, I mean individuals who smoke cigarettes (machine-
rolled/hand-rolled) and I did not deal with other types of tobacco consumption 
like the use of cigars, pipes and sheesha. I understand smoking as a bodily 
enactment and/or a category of identification, and that my respondents who are 
‘smokers’ are not a homogenous group of people, in terms of their smoking 
practices. Therefore, it was necessary to employ a smoking typology for the 
purpose of differentiation. They are: ex-smoker (used to smoke, but not anymore), 
regular smoker (smokes daily), social smoker (does not smoke alone) and lapsed 
smoker (attempted to quit smoking, but did not succeed). This general distinction 
was to ensure a good range of smokers for this research. However, I am aware 
that these representational categories are not discrete or mutually exclusive; rather 
they may overlap and change over time.  
 
The proportion of smokers in Singapore has been escalating in the last few years – 
14.3 % of Singaporeans aged 18-69 smoked cigarettes daily in 2010, up from 13.6% 
in 2007 and 12.6% in 2004 (The Straits Times, 2010a; 2011a). More specifically, 
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I have chosen to focus on young adult smokers aged 18 to 29 years old in my 
study because smoking is most common among this age group – 16.3% of the 
total smokers surveyed by the National Health Survey (2010) are of this age range. 
The lower age limit of 18 years corresponds to the legal age of which smokers can 
purchase cigarettes in Singapore. 
 
The second group comprised non-smokers (self identified, at the time of research) 
(Table 3.5) to allow me to better understand the interactions between smokers and 
non-smokers as well as to compare how smokers and non-smokers experience 
space(s). In order to get a range of perspectives I tried to include ‘sympathetic 
non-smokers’, ‘smoke-haters’ as well as those who are more ambivalent about 
how second-hand smoke affects them. Indeed, Valentine (2010) reminds us that 
there is a need to find out how prejudice towards the ‘minority’ (in this case, 
smokers) is being expressed and justified by the ‘majority’ (the non-smoking 
population), rather than merely carrying out a one-sided study on the ‘minority’. 
The first few points of entry for smoking and non-smoking respondents were from 
my personal contacts. The rest were snowballed via word of mouth. Interviewing 
was a collaborative process and many of my respondents became my ‘research 
confidants’ as we shared our personal lives and built rapport with one another 

















I also interviewed two government officials, a manager of the Youth Health 
Divsion from the Health Promotion Board (HPB, face-to-face) responsible for 
devising Singapore’s tobacco-control policies and a policy executive from the 
Policy and Planning Division of the National Environmental Agency (NEA, email) 
responsible for the enforcement of smoking bans. These officials were asked to 
comment on the rationale behind smoking-related policies, from the government’s 
point of view.  
 
Informed by Massumi’s (2002: 62) assertion that ‘affect contaminates empirical 
space through language’, I tried to be attuned to non-representational, ‘extra-
linguistic elements of communication’ such as corporeal gestures, facial cues and 
‘sonic inflections’ infused with intonations, amplitudes, disharmonies and silences 
that took place during the shared spaces of these interviews (Kanngieser, 2012: 
337; LaBelle, 2010; Csordas, 1999). Moreover, while some of my respondents 
struggled to articulate themselves, others mobilized many descriptive words in 
No Pseudonym Age Education Occupation Gender Race 
1 Edeline 23 Tertiary Pastry Chef Female Chinese 
2 Jake 26 Tertiary Research 
assistant  
Male Chinese 
3 Joan 22 Tertiary Student Female Chinese 
4 Jade 26 Tertiary Civil Servant  Female  Chinese 
5 Maggie 22 Tertiary  Student Female Chinese 
6 Shi Ling 24 Tertiary Teaching 
Assistant  
Female  Chinese 
7 Si Wen 22 Tertiary Unemployed Female Chinese 
8 Wayne 29 Tertiary Lecturer Male Chinese 
9 Yew 20 Tertiary Student Male Chinese 
10 Yara 23 Tertiary Trainee Teacher Female Chinese 
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reenacting sensual-affectual memories (Mason & Davies, 2009). There were of 
course respondents who were reticent, particularly when I touched on personal 
and emotive issues. Perhaps they felt vulnerable revealing too much of themselves 
(to a stranger like me). In any case, vocal utterances were important for us to enter 
into a space of mutual listening. These utterances can be conduits for the 
transmission of affective intensities between the interviewer and the interviewed.  
 
3.1.2 Ethnographic methods 
Taking my cue from Pink’s (2009) work on sensory ethnography, I focused on the 
multi-sensorial experiences of being in the field and was sensitive to how various 
sensory registers function in concert with one another (Mason & Davies, 
2009:589). Sensory (and performative) ethnography devotes a great deal of 
attention to experience and experimentalism (Atkinson et al, 2008; Dewsbury, 
2010) and this complemented non-representational ways of knowing by 
highlighting smoking worlds that ‘are sensed, not just seen’ (Greenbough, 2010: 
43). Likewise, Feld & Basso (1996:91) opine that ‘place is sensed, senses are 
placed; as places make sense, senses make place’. 
 
Following current no-smoking policies organized around indoor and outdoor 
public areas, my field sites encompassed:  
 
i. Public spaces including open air smoking corners outside 
buildings/near bins with ash trays;  
ii. Quasi-public spaces (i.e. privately owned and managed public 
spaces) including indoor smoking rooms in clubs/airports; 
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outdoor smoking seats in dining establishments, indoor, open-air 
smoking corners in tertiary institutions, in office buildings; and   
iii. Private spaces including home spaces.   
 
During ethnographic visits to smoking sites which were identified based on the 
presence of smoking signs, ash-trays and cigarette butts, I took note of who was 
smoking at these places, how they were smoking as well as how these smokers 
spatially arranged themselves. In addition, I tried to be ‘embroiled in the site’ and 
to allow myself to be ‘infected by’ the auras, moods and affects hanging in the air 
(Dewsbury, 2010: 326; see also Thrift, 2008; Anderson, 2009; Stewart, 2011). 
During such visits, I recorded the information in a pen-and-paper field diary.  
 
I also requested ethnographic walk-along sessions with smokers to allow for a 
dynamic engagement with my respondents as they went about their smoking 
breaks. I asked if their smoking routines were more or less fixed, and whether the 
smoking points that they brought me to were their regular haunts. This was so that 
I would know if they had made modifications to their everyday smoking routes 
because of my presence, and if so, the reasons behind it. I observed their bodily 
gestures and dispositions as they lit up and puffed, as well as how and where they 
did so. Although these elusively ‘quick and lively [smoking] geographies’ (Bondi, 
2005:438) did not always keep still for my detailed inspection and documentation, 
it did enable me to observe how my respondents performed the smoking act, 
rather than just relying on recounts of what they did (see Anderson, 2010; 
Anderson & Harrison, 2010). In particular, these walks gave me a glimpse into 
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how smokers might be emplaced in their socio-spatial world. As Lee and Ingold 
(2006:83) point out:  
 
Through shared walking,  we can see and feel what is really a 
learning process of being together, in adjusting one’s body and 
one’s speech to the rhythms of others, of sharing (or at least 
coming to see) a point of view.  
 
Further, these walk-along sessions reminded me that my research was a relational 
accomplishment, which I could not have executed alone. It was in these quotidian 
(inter)actions that enrolled the competencies, sensibilities and expertise of both 
researcher and researched, thereby challenging traditional assumptions of the 
researcher as an expert, authoritative and above all, dispassionate voice (Browne, 
2004; Thrift, 2004). It was not just looking at and collecting data, I was engaged 
in producing these ethnographic pathways (Pink, 2008). In addition, 
sensorial/performative ethnography allowed me to be aware of my vulnerabilities 
and limitations as a researcher, as well as the emotions such as frustrations and 
joy that being in the field can engender. These emotional/affective spaces of 
research need to be creatively articulated in academic texts so as to put the 
spotlight on the researcher’s body as ‘a site of scholarly awareness and corporeal 
literacy’ (Spry, 2001: 706; Pain, 2010).  
 
3.1.3 Discourse Analysis  
I also chose to conduct discourse analyses of print and online materials. These 
materials included press releases from ministries, health 
campaigns/advertisements, local newspapers (particularly The Straits Times, the 
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most widely circulated English newspaper in Singapore which is commonly used 
by the state to announce government policies), personal blogs, Facebook [social 
networking site], online forums and ‘No Smoking’ signs.  
 
Although the deconstruction of texts and images have been criticized for being 
overly engrossed with analyzing the word with a representational excess that runs 
the risk of discounting the lived experiences of the world, I understand that the 
nuances of non-verbal affective states are often limited by our linguistic devices, 
and are hence, easily lost in translation. For this reason, Davidson et al (2005:11) 
ask, ‘How can we represent that which lies beyond the scope of representation?’ 
Nonetheless, purportedly non-representational modalities cannot exist outside 
mimetic impulses to represent it; rather, they rely on it. As such, researchers have 
started to invoke Austin’s (1962) notion of ‘linguistic performativity’ in order to 
explore the performative functions of language (Hinchcliffe, 2000; Spry, 2001; 
Laurier, 2010).  
 
In tandem with this, geographers with a non-representational leaning have sought 
to refashion everything that once used to be regarded as static texts as events that 
are capable of animating spaces in their own right (Doel, 2010). Thus I had to 
read carefully between the lines in an attempt to ascertain the emotional tonality 
of texts. Further, a polarization between ‘language’ and ‘embodied experience’, 
whereby the latter is construed as more authentically tangible than the former, 
unnecessarily deepens a pseudo-dichotomy between the two (Csordas, 1994; Low, 
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2009). Similarly, Spry (2001: 21) eloquently writes that research is all about 
un/dis/re-covering the ‘liminal spaces between experience and language, between 
the known and unknown, between the somatic and the semantic’. Therefore, I did 
not ignore the discursive as fertile spaces for the circulation and transmission of 
affect.  
 
3.2. Unethical health ethics?  
In seeking approval by my University’s Ethical Review Board to conduct this 
research, I had to respond to the question: What are the anticipated benefits and 
risks to human subjects? I wrote that ‘I will not encourage my participants to 
smoke or if they are already smokers, discourage them quitting smoking for the 
sake of recruiting them as my respondents. This study does not in any way 
promote smoking as a lifestyle’.   
 
While not discounting the voluminous literature confirming the threat that (active 
and passive) smoking can have on one’s physical health, I wanted to disturb 
normative expectations of what constitutes geographies of ‘health/well-being’. 
Smoking has become something ‘bad’ that many people are keen to see eradicated 
and public health initiatives are thought to be benevolent and even indispensible 
to one’s ‘salvation’ (Malone & Warner, 2012; Warner & Tam, 2012). However, 
scholarly work is about disrupting such a status quo, even though it may seem 
ludicrous to offer an alternative to what has been construed as an overarching 
‘truth’ (Waterson, 2010). One of the main objectives of this project is to 
investigate the various tactics that smokers adopt in relation to an anti-smoking 
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rhetoric, as well as the techniques that they utilize so as to make space for their 
putatively unacceptable smoking subjectivities. In so doing, it is almost inevitable 
that complex and sometimes even contradictory ethical issues will be implicated 
in my research aims. I do not have easy answers to these issues and certainly do 
not expect that there are any. Nevertheless, asking these questions is a good way 
to deepen geography’s engagement with moral philosophy, which sheds light on 
how polarizations of black/white, right/wrong have the propensity to circumscribe 
new potentialities to think about a particular issue. 
 
3. 3 Mulling over my positionalities  
Along the same vein of ‘good’ intentions, it has been increasingly common for 
researchers to acknowledge their positionalities upfront in the writing up of their 
research. Geographers have also asserted that a researcher’s shifting identities go 
beyond simplistic segregations of the valorized insider (smoker) and insignificant 
outsider (non-smoker). Weston surmises that we cannot ‘bridge that mythical 
divide between insider and outsider, researcher and researched. [We are] neither, 
in any simple way, and yet [we are] both’ (1996:275). Lincoln similarly observes 
that ‘we are not single persons, but a multitude of possibilities, any one of which 
might reveal itself in a specific field situation’ (1997:42). While I had to deal with 
both commonalities and differences between my respondents and I (Browne, 2010; 
Hopkins, 2009), the insider-outsider divide bothered me for quite some time, as 




Participation observation at smoking sites was challenging for me. 
As a non-smoker, my body was obviously ‘matter out of place’. I 
felt self-conscious and uncomfortable ‘spying’ on smokers 
sometimes having a puff alone, sometimes huddled together 
sharing a conversation and a smoke. I felt like I was intruding into 
a ‘backstage’ where people work to keep their ‘performances’ 
away from public visibility and scrutiny. 
 
The curtain of smoke that separated me and the subjects of my 
research interest might be intangible, but it was immensely 
perceptible – it delineated the borders between self and them. I felt 
uneasy with the ‘dirty’ looks that some of the smokers shot me as I 
walked past these smoking spaces. These hostile gazes seemed to 
convey: ‘scram, if you are not one of us’! It dawned upon me much 
later that this could be because they might be judging me for 
(thinking that I was) judging them as a non-smoker.  
 
Gazing sets up asymmetrical power relations between the gazer 
and the gazed – I was fascinated with bodily practices that were 
different from mine and this was reminiscent of Spry’s (2001:4) 
poetic musings: 
    
This flirting  
    with the exotic Other  
   becomes abusive 
   in its objectifying salacious condescension…  
 
However, I did not always find myself exerting a more powerful 
gaze on these smoking bodies. Rather than clandestinely snooping 
around or stationing myself near or at these smoking spots, I 
decided to feign walking pass these smokers as slowly as I could 
on a regular basis. When I was confronted with familiar faces on 
site, the encounters tend to be awkward ones garnished with 
(re)actions ranging from guilty grins, knowing glances, silent nods 
to (pretensions of) nonchalance. I did not hold their gazes for long, 
neither did I stop to strike up a conversation; because I knew that 
my presence was unwelcome.  
 
On campus, the only opportunity I had to investigate more fully the 
site specificities of these unofficial smoking spots was when all the 
smokers had left for their classes. I noticed the traces that betrayed 
these spaces as smoking sites. Heaps of cigarette butts and empty 
cigarette boxes strewn by the drains. A calm blue signage that 
sardonically conveyed the message: ‘[University] is a smoke-free 
campus. Be part of this healthy environment’. A chunk of somber 
but garishly black bold fonts splayed across the wall ‘Please be 
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considerate to non-smokers, classrooms in this area are affected by 
your smoking. This is a non-smoking campus and we thank you for 
not smoking’ accompanied by a faded scrawl that screamed out in 
response, ‘fuck off bureaucracy!’   
 
As a result of these difficulties, I toyed with the idea of ‘social smoking’ in an 
attempt to nurture a collective affective state, if I were to be an ‘observant 
participant’ rather than just conducting ‘participant observation’ (Thrift, 2000). I 
needed an empathetic feeling of being in a particular situation together with my 
respondents. Further, I noticed that many smokers were quite reticent when it 
came to expressing their personal opinion on smoking. Moreover, if I could not 
experience their cigarette-stained embodiment, would that deprive my research of 
pertinent details? More importantly, would that make me an academic 
voyeur/tourist (Cloke et al, 2000)?  
 
I eventually caved in and had two drags at a cigarette, which also marked the end 
of my smoking (mis)adventures. I was offered a stick by a potential respondent 
who was with several other smokers at a smoking point. Two difficult puffs, a lot 
of coughing and choking later, I observed that the invisible social barriers 
between my potential respondents seemed to have dissipated. We warmed up to 
each other, and I successfully made arrangements for interviews at a later date. I 
was convinced – and still am – that pulling on the cigarette was a necessary thing 
to do. I was eager to know what smoking would feel like. As a non-smoker, I 
could not inhabit another smoking body that was not mine, but I could always 
attempt to bridge that gap between my respondents and I, by listening to their 
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stories, following their pathways and more significantly, by aligning my bodily 
habitus closer to theirs.  Researchers have cautioned that it is inappropriate to be 
too involved in one’s study, and many have used the example of prohibitions 
against expressions of sexual interest in one’s respondents while conducting 
sexuality research. However, Haire (2010:43) contends that it may be 
unreasonable to forbid ‘sexual contact with mutual consent’, that was not 
demeaning, disruptive or in any way objectionable. Drawing parallels from this, 
there are at least two reasons why there is nothing inherently wrong with what I 
did for the sake of collecting data. First, I only took in two mouthfuls of smoke 
and stopped immediately when I started choking. I do not smoke on a regular 
basis. Second, I am above the age of 18 – the legal age limit for smoking. There 
was no coercion involved and my positionality did not change after that – I still 
consider myself a non-smoker. Further, what I have done did not detract from the 
overall aims of the research, and did not sully the relationship that I had with my 
respondents.  
 
Being introspective about these complicated issues that plagued my research did 
not actually ‘dissolve [any] ethical tensions’. (Cloke et al, 2000: 133). However, 
these vignettes that reflected my ‘embodied reflexivity’ (Burns 2003:230) did 
conjure up spaces to mull over these issues. Hopefully being reflexive will help us 
to approach the ethical contours of research more candidly, by acknowledging our 
bodily ways of knowing that help us feel our way through appropriate research, 
thereby opening up tangled lines of inquiry into our encounters with a normative 
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ethics. Concomitantly, Rose (1997) cautions against presumptions that the 
embodied knowledges we have acquired can/should explain all the complexities 
of a specific socio-spatial phenomenon. Therefore, I am not advocating a 
narcissistic, insular and self-obsessed reflexivity that strengthens the hegemonic 
position of the researcher, but one that Haraway calls ‘modest witnessing’ 
(1997:269) and what Lohan (2000) terms ‘responsible reflexivity’ that is highly 
conscious of its partial and selective nature (Rose, 1997; Domosh, 2003; Browne, 
2010; Greenhough, 2010; Pain, 2010).  
 
4. Summary 
Although I am unable to chart how these subjectivities evolve over an extended 
period of time, the methods I have mentioned earlier would still be able to help 
me with meeting my thesis objectives while being sensitive to the dynamic nature 
of smoking practices within temporal constraints. Further, while a 
phenomenologically-inclined ethnography of non-representational lived 
experiences may be critiqued for sliding into a ‘morass of emotion and desire’ 
(Howes, 2005: 6) and obscuring ‘the durable dispositions’ that buoy up 
asymmetrical power relations, I am careful to ensure that a critical awareness 
towards the exclusionary aspects of everyday smoking geographies are not 
overlooked (Hurdley & Dicks, 2011:284). Having discussed the methodological 
aspects of the thesis, the next chapter sketches the contextual specificities of 




4 THE SINGAPORE CONTEXT 
 
Singapore, alongside other places such as Britain, India and Hong Kong, has been 
involved in a transnational enterprise by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
in pressing for smoke-free public places (The Straits Times, 2008b).  In the next 
section, I trace the increasingly restrictive smoking landscape in Singapore from 
the 1970s to the present along two strands of development (section 4.1). Firstly, 
Singapore’s smoking ban initially hinged on the notion of civic consciousness 
before shifting emphasis to protecting the health of non-smokers. Secondly, the 
smoking ban was first implemented in enclosed indoor quasi-public places. It 
gradually extended and moved on to open-air, outdoor public places.  I then go on 
to assert that Singapore’s smoking control campaign has grown more streamlined 
over the years, to take into account not just adults but, more specifically, youths 
who smoke (section 4.2).  
 
4.1 Snuffing out places to puff 
The Smoking (Prohibition in Certain Places) Act in Singapore was first 
implemented in 1970. It preceded health concerns surrounding the dangers of 
second-hand smoke; rather, the smoking ban appealed heavily to smokers’ senses 
of civic consciousness. Prior to the US Surgeon General’s Report in 1986 which 
identified involuntary passive smoking as a cause of cancer, smoking was 
considered a purely social-aesthetic issue, rather than a health problem (Koh et al, 
1994). Indeed, smoking was initially prohibited due to safety and hygiene reasons. 
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Lit cigarette butts were deemed as fire hazards, and the ash and dust generated 
was ‘recognized as a source of haze, eye irritation and unpleasant odours’ (Tan et 
al, 2000: 1003).  
 
By the late 1980s, smoking-control programmes had begun to urge smokers to be 
more gracious towards non-smokers. The Smoking Control Committee (SCC) 
saw its objective as ‘educat[ing] Singaporeans on their right to insist on clean 
air…we want to make people more enthusiastic [about] demanding a smoke-free 
environment’ (The Straits Times, 1996a; 1996g). The National Youth Council 
(NYC) concurred with the SCC that ‘the right to smoke-free air is not as strong as 
the peer pressure to smoke, especially in discos and nightspots’ (The Straits 
Times, 1996b). Hence, the National Environmental Agency (NEA) was eager to 
enlist the public as agents of state surveillance that would deter smokers from the 
violation of smoke-free policies (The Straits Times, 1997). The Tobacco 
Association Singapore reacted by writing to the Forum pages of The Straits Times, 
calling for attitudes that were more accommodating towards smokers. The SCC 
countered that its role was to alert the public on the dangers of passive smoking; it 
was not encouraging a ‘discourteous environment between smokers and non-
smokers’ (The Straits Times, 1996i; 1996h).  
 
While efforts were still channeled into promoting more polite interactions 
between smokers and non-smokers, the emphasis later shifted towards guarding 
the health of the larger non-smoking population. The then Commissioner of 
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Public Health announced that ‘our aim is not to inconvenience the smoker, but to 
protect the health of the non-smoking public’ particularly in enclosed places 
where ‘smoke would have problems going out, and where the non-smoker is not 
able to go away to avoid it’ (The Straits Times, 1999a). On the same issue, the 
then Minister for Environment and Water Resources remarked almost a decade 
later that ‘in the long run, the Ministry’s intent is to do away with the need for an 
exhaustive list and move towards allowing smoking only in private premises, 
wide open spaces and designated areas’ (The Straits Times, 2005d, Table 4.1).  
 
While the government continued with extending the scope of the public smoking 
ban to a variety of places over the years, it is debatable whether or not all of these 
implementations were helpful in keeping secondhand smoke away from non-
smokers. In July 2006, open-air indoor food centers were only allowed to 
designate 10% of the total seating capacity as smoking areas (Plate 4.1), whereas 
those with outdoor areas were allocated 20%. Smokers complained about the 
inconvenience caused by the limited number of smoking tables while non-
smokers were disappointed that this ‘partitioning’ of (quasi)public space (Plate 
4.2) did little to confine the wafting smoke (The Straits Times, 2005a; 2005b; 
2005c; 2006). Subsequently in July 2007, smoking was proscribed in air-
conditioned entertainment outlets, although operators could apply for a ventilated 
smoking room, not exceeding 10% of the total indoor area (NEA, 2007; Plate 4.3). 
There was a flurry of frustrated responses from nightspot operators as many 
predicted a 30-40% dip in takings over the first five months of the ban, and others 
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spent as much as $250000 on the installation of smoking rooms (The Straits 
Times, 2007a). Nonetheless, smoking bans in enclosed areas were clearly more 
effective than those in outdoor areas, it was reported that not only were businesses 
not adversely affected, the ban ensured the occupational safety of bar-tenders and 
made clubs a more welcoming space for revelers that preferred crisper, fresher air 
(The Straits Times, 2007b, Plate 4.4).  
 
Since January 2009 state governmentality on smokers has become more severe as 
smoking has been prohibited in public places within five meters from building 
entrances/exits (The Straits Times, 2009a; 2009b; Plate 4.5). The deployment of 
more plain clothes NEA officers has also heightened the panoptic gaze centered 
on ‘errant smokers’ in inappropriate areas. NEA has also published an online 
guide on how to administer smoke-free places, and compulsory actions by the 
managers of premises include the conspicuous display of ‘No Smoking’ signs as 
ubiquitous visual reminders (NEA, 2009:13-16, Figure 4.1). However, there are 
times when the provision of bins with ashtrays near ‘No Smoking’ signs sends 
contradictory signals to smokers who interpret the availability of these receptacles 




TABLE 4.1 LIST OF PLACES COVERED BY THE SMOKING PROHIBITION 
ACT IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER  
Date  Places in which smoking is prohibited  
Oct 1970 Omnibuses, cinemas, theatres  
Mar 1973 Lifts 
Oct 1982 Amusement centers  
Jan 1987 All government buildings 
Jul 1988 Hospitals, maternity homes, medical clinics, nursing homes, indoor areas 
of fast-food outlets, Indoor ice-skating rinks, roller skating rinks, roller 
discotheques 
Sep 1989 Selected air-conditioned departmental stores, supermarkets, air-
conditioned restaurants, public libraries, museums and art galleries, 
convention and multi-purpose meeting halls, indoor sports arenas 
including bowling alleys, billiard saloons, gymnasiums and fitness 
centers  
Apr 1992 Private buses, school buses, taxis, air-conditioned hair-dressing saloons 
and barber shops, banks 
Dec 1992 The Supreme court, subordinate courts and small claims tribunals  
Sep 1994 Air-conditioned offices and factory floors, air-conditioned common areas 
of private residential premises 
Mar 1995 Air-conditioned areas in Changi airport terminal buildings  
Dec 1995 Air-conditioned shopping malls, underground pedestrian walkways, 
queues in public areas with more than two persons  
Aug 1997 Air-conditioned areas in private clubs, schools, polytechnics, junior 
colleges, institutes of technical education, any enclosed part of any 
building and within 30 meters of any structure in any university   
Feb 1998 Singapore Airlines announced that all its flights would be smoke-free 
Oct 2005 Public toilets, swimming pools, bus interchanges, shelters, community 
centers, stadiums  
Jul 2006 Non air-conditioned eateries and hawker centers (eateries with outdoor 
areas are allowed to allocate up to 20 percent of the total seating capacity 
as smoking zones,  open-air indoor hawker centers are allowed to 
allocate up to 10 percent of the total seating capacity as smoking zones) 
Jul 2007 Nightclubs, bars, pubs (operators may apply for an enclosed, ventilated 
smoking room, which cannot be more than 10 percent of the total floor 
area, outdoor smoking zones are limited to not more than 20 percent of 
the total outdoor floor area) 
Jan 2009 Indoor public areas, regardless of whether or not they are air-conditioned 
such as markets, ferry terminals and lift lobbies, within a radius of five 
meters from entrances, exits, external windows or openings that open 
into the interior of buildings and facilities, within a radius of five meters 
from porches, foyers, verandahs or any other covered pedestrian 
thoroughfares such as five-foot ways, playgrounds and exercise areas, 
multi-storey and basement car parks  
2013 Common corridors, void decks and staircases of residential buildings, 
sheltered walkways, overhead bridges, outdoor hospital compounds. 
Selected parks and town centers part of a pilot project to introduce no-
smoking zones 




Plate 4.1: Smoking area at outdoor dining establishments demarcated by 
yellow boxes and words painted on the floor.  
Source: http://app2.nea.gov.sg/faq_smoking_ban_in_public_places.aspx#q1 
 
Plate 4.2: Smoking area at indoor dining establishments demarcated by 
metal railings and signs. While there is a clear demarcation between the 
smoking and non-smoking seats, the metal barrier does little to prevent 






Plate 4.3 Poster: Thank You For Not Smoking Here.  
Source: http://app2.nea.gov.sg/faq_smoking_ban_in_public_places.aspx#q1 
 
Plate 4.4 Indoor smoking room in a nightclub.  














While there are now almost no enclosed places where smokers can light up, 
Singapore’s two casinos (in Resorts World and Marina Bay Sands) remain the last 
bastions where smoking is still allowed in air-conditioned premises, as they have 
been exempted from the smoking ban (an apparent double-standard undergirds the 
concession to allow smoking in casinos). Because the economic benefits that 
could accrue from this exemption greatly outweigh the need to be civic-conscious 
and/or to safeguard the health of non-smokers, this blatant hypocrisy of the state 
enraged the public, most of whom were astute enough to identify a profit-oriented 
logic at work on a citizen journalism website called STOMP (2010, Plate 4.6). 
NEA also did not comment on whether there was a limit on the proportion of 
space set aside for smokers. This reprieve benefitted casino operators because it 
was estimated that about 85% of gamblers were also smokers (The Straits Times, 
2008c). An email interview I had with an NEA officer reaped vague statements 
that did not answer the question of why casinos were spared from the Smoking 




The Smoking Act does not include [a] casino as a smoke-free place. 
The practice of putting in house rules to designate smoking and 
non-smoking areas within the casino was adopted as part of the 
operating environment of the casinos set-up within the two 
Integrated Resorts (IRs). The general premises of the IRs are not 
exempted from the smoking prohibition  
(personal communication, Policy Executive, Policy and Planning 
Division, NEA, 14th October 2011). 
 
 
Smoking injunctions post-2009 were poised to be harsher and more invasive than 
before. It was reported that the public ‘overwhelmingly supported’ proscribing the 
sale of cigarettes in convenience stores and eateries (The Straits Times, 2009c; 
2010b) and there were calls for segregated offices for smokers so as to minimize 
non-smokers’ exposure to second/third-hand smoke. Such discussions invigorated 
much public debate surrounding the future trajectories of smoking legislation. In 
November 2011, NEA and HPB solicited views on the extension of the smoking 
ban by conducting an island-wide, online consultation exercise consisting of 15 
survey questions (Today, 2011a; The Straits Times, 2011a; 2011c) as a means of 
providing the increasingly vocal public a platform from which people could air 
their opinions. The exercise attracted 8000 respondents with 89% of them 
supporting an extension, thereby lending justification for more spaces such as 
common corridors and staircase landings of residential areas to be smoke-free by 
2013 (The Straits Times, 2012c; 2012d).  
  
While the state and the public buttressed their argument by stating that public 
smoking is ‘detrimental to the well-being of the non-smoking majority’ because it 
is tantamount to respiratory rape (The Straits Times, 2011e; 2011f; 2011g), they 
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were silent about how an overly stringent ban may breed smoking enclaves that 
would deepen the smoker/non-smoker divide. Nevertheless, a heartening number 
of sympathetic non-smokers stood up to insist that a larger health hazard 
‘emanates from car fumes, in greater quantities and frequency than a bit of 
second-hand smoke’ (The Straits Times, 2011h). Moreover, these non-smokers 
urged the public to be cautious about an ‘anti-smoking zealotry’ that would foster 
an exclusionary society, since smokers have already been ‘pushed from pillar to 
post, ostracized by self-righteous non-smokers who seize every chance to criticize 
them’ even as they have ‘taken it upon themselves to avoid inconveniencing 
others’ (The Straits Times 2011i; 2011j; 2011k). There was also much furor over 
whether smokers should be allowed to smoke at home as this would impact their 
neighbours negatively.  Some have suggested a blanket smoking ban in domestic 
spaces or to get smokers to shut the windows/doors of their homes before 
smoking (The Straits Times, 2011m; 2011n; 2011o). However, even non-smokers 
found such requests a ludicrous incursion of one’s privacy (The Straits Times, 
2011i; 2011l).   
 
More recently, the Minister of Health hinted at the neoliberal slant that galvanized 
the state’s vested interest in the health of its citizenry: the pertinent issue is no 
longer that tobacco is responsible for ‘12% of adult deaths’, but that ‘this bad 
habit puts a toll on health-care expenditure and results in loss of productivity and 
absenteeism’ (The Straits Times, 2012a). In addition, anti-smoking strategies do 
not just disseminate ‘scientific truths’; they harness the moral anxieties of the 
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public by the manipulation of affective states. In particular, graphic campaigns 
that ‘spark negative emotions’ have been lauded as the most effective in getting 
smokers to reflect upon their habit. On the same issue, international and local 
experts have requested for more ‘hard-hitting’ measures to be executed in 
Singapore so as to curb this ‘smoking epidemic’ (The Straits Times, 2012b). For 
instance, a team of Singaporean oncologists proposed to ban the sale of cigarettes 
to those born after the year 2000, an arbitrarily-set temporal marker (The Straits 
Times, 2011d; www.tobaccofreesingpore.info). This policy will require retailers 
to check that the consumer is born before the cut-off year, and the key goal is to 
foster a tobacco-free generation by gradually phasing out smoking among young 
people. While some think that these suggestions are good ways forward, others 
are worried that implementing it will only serve to underwrite Singapore’s 









STOMPer Kelissa said that: ‘I was surprised 
to see a designated smoking area at the RWS casino when I went there last week. "Apparently the 
casinos, including the one at the soon to be opened Marina Bay Sands, are excluded from the 
ban.It seems like they are practising double standards. How is it that smoking is banned in most 
enclosed places in Singapore, but not at the casinos? I just don't think this smoking ban is being 
implemented fairly. What about non-smokers who frequent casinos like me? You mean our health 
and lives don't matter?’ 
Insomniac responded online on 6 April 2010: A little bit of smoke is not going to kill you la…if 
you so scared of dying just stay at home cos a hundred and one things can kill you… 
Nuthingbetter2do responded online on 27 March 2010: Money talks, PAPayas money-faced… 
UseBrainLa responded online on 26 March 2010: So you're saying that if someone is sitting on 
a table, say poker, and they want to go and smoke halfway though, you expect people to just stand, 
leaving their chips and cards there to go all the way to god knows where the smoking corner is, 
smoke, and run back to sit back, expecting people not to take their chips or see their cards? Or if 
they stand from the table, expect someone not to take their seat, and others at the table not saying 
that they see their cards and they cheated after they have lost? The casino is a place for them to 
gamble and have fun, why want to start unnecessary trouble? I'm sure the casino has proper 
ventilation to get rid of the smoke right? 
Beardust responded online on 25 March 2010: Stomper, you have already said that it’s a 
designated smoking area. Why can’t you, as nonsmoker I suppose, go gamble in the non smoking 
areas then? And if you are so worried about your health and your life, pls stay in a bubble of 
oxygen. Who knows, someone might fart near you and pollute your air with toxins? 
Sunamolo responded online on 25 March 2010: We live in reality. Like it or not, there is more 
standards than double and no, justice and equality has no base here when it’s all about the 
money…Gov should ban smoking in Sg in the first place but again it’s all about revenue…I like 
smoking while gambling anyway. 
Tuna_Seng responded online on 24 March 2010: Sg govt always bend the rules if there is 
money to be make 
Shctan1971 responded online on 24 March 2010: I bet more than half the people complaining 
dun even step foot into the casino or ever intent to 
Borntoday responded online on 24 March 2010: This is not double standard. This is called got 
money can speak loud loud 
Lanpawhy responded online on 24 March 2010: An establishment whose raison d’etre is 
gambling. You’re gambling with your health too, ha ha 
Source:http://singaporeseen.stomp.com.sg/stomp/sgseen/this_urban_jungle/343396/casinos_exem
pted_from_smoking_ban__why_the_double_standard.html#commentSection. 
Plate 4.6 Screen capture and on-line comments from STOMP: Casinos 




4.2 No butts: youth-targeted smoking control  
Given the focus of this thesis on youth, this section moves away from the 
discussion on smokers in general to zoom in on the ‘alarming’ spike in youth 
smoking, as well as the regulation of an array of spaces that youths occupy, such 
as places where army training (National Service) is being conducted and 
educational institutions.  
 
The moral panic surrounding smoking is because it is argued that first, the longer 
one smokes, the more addicted to nicotine one becomes (The Straits Times, 1992e; 
1998b). Set within a neoliberal logic, this is a pertinent point, as young people are 
thought to embody the future of the nation – for this reason, a legion of 
‘weakened’ and ‘toxic’ bodies artificially propped up by nicotine cannot be 
construed as effective drivers of the economy. Second, youths are often typecast 
as vulnerable victims of ‘bad’ influences. The National Smoking Control 
Campaign (NSCC) stepped up its projects aimed specifically at youths below the 
age of 35 only from the 1990s. Since then, the government’s stance towards youth 
smoking has always been paternalistic. For example, young Singaporeans have 
been encouraged to pledge their allegiance towards a ‘Singapore of non-smokers’ 
(The Straits Times, 1992a, 1992b).  
 
Legal boundaries were drawn for youths in 1993 – those below the age of 18 
would be fined $50 dollars if they were caught possessing lit or unlit cigarettes in 
public spaces (The Straits Times, 1993d); and in terms of educational efforts, HPB 
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launched the Youth Advolution for Health (YAH) in 2005 seeking to engage 
youths as health ambassadors, who have organized events aligned to the theme of 
‘living it up without lighting up’. However, some reporters pointed out that ‘the 
surest way to drive [teenagers] to do something is to tell them no’, aggravating an 
impetus to beat the smoking regulations, if not now, then when they ‘grow older 
and are beyond the law’ (The Straits Times, 1992d). Academic studies support 
this view by suggesting that state discourses tend to reinforce unflattering 
perceptions of youths as naïve, immature, hot-headed and in need of education, 
protection and discipline (Evans, 2008; Jones, 2009).   
 
Indeed, the hyperbolic claims of youth smoking as an ‘evil’ across media 
platforms have gone hand in hand with a steady increase in the number of youths 
who smoke despite greater efforts that were invested into tobacco-control. 
Concerns have been raised about how 82.3% of these smokers aged 18-69 first 
experimented with cigarettes between the ages of 12 to 20; further, the rise in the 
number of under-aged youths caught smoking from 6607 in 2009 to 6947 in 2010 
has led some members of the public to feel that conventional tobacco-control 
efforts have reached a dead end (The Straits Times, 2011b, National Health 
Survey, 2010). Pleas to implement more ingenious methods to arrest this 
increased growth of young smokers however, rest problematically on a flawed 
assumption that an increase in the number of transgressive practices must and can 




As already noted, military and educational spaces have been key sites for the 
implementation of youth-targeted tobacco-control projects. In 1993, the Singapore 
Armed Forces (SAF) responded to public opinion that National Service (NS) acts 
as a festering ground for smokers by arguing that four out of ten teenagers were 
smoking long before they donned their military garb (The Straits Times, 1993a). 
Nevertheless, SAF began a ‘war on smoking’ by setting up smoking cessation 
clinics and mandatory smoking awareness programmes (The Straits Times, 
1993b). Since then, NS men in their army fatigues have not been allowed to 
smoke openly in public places as an impression management strategy (The Straits 
Times, 1994b); however, there have been no stringent measures to stop them from 
smoking behind closed doors in military spaces.  
 
The premise that youths are weak-willed and lacking in agency has also been 
evident in anti-smoking campaigns that conducted by government schools, 
madrasahs (religious schools) and universities. Beginning in the early 1990s, 
health education from as early as primary school was aimed at preventing 
allegedly gullible students from smoking initiation, so that the authorities would 
not have to deal with smoking cessation later (The Straits Times, 1993c; 1994a; 
1996f; 1998a). Accordingly, an anti-smoking message has been a recurring theme 
in the curriculum. In 1995, spurred by a Ministry of Health’s survey that found 
children as young as 12 years old experimenting with cigarettes, smoking 
campaigns were broadened to focus on children as young as six years old because 
they ‘are never too young to learn that smoking is a bad habit’ (The Straits Times, 
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1995b). School students were closely monitored to ensure that they were not 
smoking out of boredom, and teachers were disallowed from smoking in the 
presence of their students for fear that they would negatively influence their 
students. Tertiary students were also targets of this anti-smoking movement. In 
1996, a new ruling was established to prohibit students on campuses like National 
University of Singapore and National Technological University from lighting up 
30 meters within any structure (The Straits Times, 1996j; 1996k; 1997b). 
However, it is commonly observed that many still do, albeit discreetly.  
 
Thus, young people (regardless of their age) in Singapore have been infantilized 
by adultist anti-smoking efforts that wield ‘pastoral power’ by proclaiming to be a 
source of salvation for these ‘delinquent’ teens (Foucault, 1982). This is ironic, 
considering that smoking control efforts have always harped on the importance of 
‘sheer willpower’ and ‘choice’, which is redolent of a mind-body dualism, and 
allusions to the power of the mind over the body: ‘The choice whether or not to 
smoke is a moral challenge. Either we overcome it or we succumb’ (The Straits 
Times, 1996c; 1996d; 1996e). In more recent years this approach has been 
replaced by more enlightened socio-spatial strategies to get youths to quit 
smoking:  
 
We make differentiations between habituation and addiction. We 
now use the remove-and-replace model. We take away a habit of 
yours, but we also give you another habit to expend your energy on. 
We’ll place you in an environment where people practice the 
positive habits that you’re hoping to inculcate. Smoking bans will 
assist you in removing this habit because it makes it inconvenient 
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for you to smoke (personal communication, Manager, Youth 
Health Division, HPB, 21st July 2011).  
 
4.3 Clearing the smoke: summary 
In charting the development of Singapore’s thrust towards smoking de-
normalization, I have shown that there are repercussions to the medico-moral 
policing of smoking bodies, and that the realization of smoke-free policies is not a 
value-neutral or politically-innocent process. The last few years have seen a 
steady climb in the number of young adult smokers despite Singapore’s draconian 
anti-tobacco laws (Assunta & Chapman, 2004). The way forward should not be 
more ‘hard-hitting’ measures as corporeal regulations and subversions are 
mutually constitutive. Echoing Falk (1994: 65), heightening censures on bodily 
deportment necessarily leads to more attempts to violate, or at least evade them: 
‘restrictions on direct expressions of corporeal pleasures are accompanied by 
diversifications of sensual experiences as transgressions multiply’. Hence, as the 
following three empirical chapters of this thesis argue, the story of the smoking 
body is not merely the incarceration of corporealities or the eradication of 




5 SMOKING SPATIALITIES: NEGOTIATING BOUNDARIES, 
TRAVERSING EMOTIONAL TERRAINS  
 
This chapter considers how smokers negotiate and experience a variety of 
smoking spatialities. Arguing that smoking spaces are fertile grounds for 
exploring the entanglements between structure/agency, senses of freedom/control, 
and feelings of being in-place/out-of-place, this chapter will show how one’s 
sense of being a young smoker varies spatially as one navigates inclusionary and 
exclusionary boundaries in/through (quasi) public and private realms that one 
finds oneself in as well as the people that are occupying the same places as one 
does. Further, smokers are in varying degrees, in and out of the closet, as they 
employ sophisticated strategies of concealment and disclosure (Brown, 2000; 
Mosher, 2001). In the process, they make agentic decisions pertaining to where 
they will or will not smoke in relation to smoking laws across a range of public 
and (quasi)public places. Finally, this chapter demonstrates how prosaic smoking 
practices are mediated through socio-spatial situations that may brighten or 
darken emotional outlooks, and how emotional states in turn impinge on the ways 
smoking spaces are viscerally felt (Davidson et al, 2005; Smith et al, 2009).  
 
I start off by exploring the constraining geographies of the closet that smokers 
have to deal with in private spaces of the home (section 5.1). This spills into, and 
is inextricably intertwined with, smoking in (quasi)public spaces, which is not any 
less constraining. I foreground how smokers are increasingly being deprived of 
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smoking spaces and how this can incite embodied sensations of being stigmatized 
(section 5.2). I end by foregrounding the agency of smokers as they carve out 
subversive and inclusive smoking places for themselves in (quasi)public spaces, 
even in the face of a widening smoking ban (section 5.3).  
 
5.1 Private spaces, informal smoking prohibitions, emotional struggles   
As noted earlier, many health commentators are worried that harsher public 
smoking bans may displace smoking into private spheres. They are also 
concerned that non-smokers at home will have no recourse because smoke-free 
regulations cannot be enforced in domestic spaces. Bell et al (2010a: 12) point out 
that smoking denormalization policies have led to increased smoking in one’s 
‘own backyard’. However, consonant with Hargreaves et al’s (2010) findings, my 
respondents’ narratives do not show any evidence of this. In fact, my smoking 
respondents have self-imposed smoking censures at home for a myriad of reasons. 
These smokers have shown that domestic spaces are rarely safe havens in which a 
‘comforting aura of familiarity’ can be wrapped around smoking bodies (Thrift, 
2009: 91). Most do not want to incur the wrath of their parents and family 
members by blatantly smoking in front of them. Some abstain from smoking out 
of courtesy and respect for their parents, especially since they do not own the 
familial house, while others are cautious about revealing to their parents the fact 
that they smoke. These anecdotes of not wanting to explicitly ‘come out’ to one’s 
family members about one’s smoking practices are particularly fraught with much 




It’s an open secret, everybody knows but we don’t talk about it. As 
a church-goer, my dad’s not receptive to my smoking habits. 
Smoking also doesn’t sit well at home because I’ve a baby sister. 
She’s in junior college, but I feel that I’ve to protect her from 
undesirable influences. I wish I were more free-spirited. 
(Jarrell/male/Chinese/regular-smoker).  
 
Following Michael Brown (2000), the trope of a closed/closet space is an apt one 
that reflects the complicated spatial strategies that smokers have to employ in 
order to compartmentalize their multi-faceted identities as a smoker, an 
obedient/respectful child, a protective sibling, among others. Jarrell describes how 
he is unintentionally out of the closet but pushed back into it at home because, to 
his parents, the fact that he smokes is an ‘open secret’, a ‘knowing by not 
knowing’ (Sedgwick, 1990: 68). Kuhar (2011: 151) terms this ambivalent position 
a ‘transparent closet’, when people decline a particular piece of new information 
that is being revealed to them. The predicament of being in a transparent closet 
echoes that of many sexual dissidents whose performance of their sexual selves 
interferes with their role in an Asian family that valorizes filial piety (Berry, 
2001). Moreover, Singaporean youths usually reside with their parents until they 
get married (if they are heterosexual), thus protracting the temporal extent that 
smokers have to remain closeted. Therefore, mobilizing the metaphor of the closet 
beyond queer geographies points us to the emotional smoking spaces of dis/em-
placement as smokers are ‘lying, hiding, being silenced and going unseen’ 
(Brown, 2000: 1). While social smokers are less likely to be found with 
accoutrements that will ‘give them away’, it takes a lot more effort for regular 
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smokers to pass off as non-smokers. Angel (female/Chinese/ex-smoker) recounts 
that:  
Often, my mother would find a lighter in my jeans pocket and put 
it at the ancestral altar. I got damn frustrated losing my lighter but I 
didn’t have the guts to retrieve it because that meant owning up to 
being a smoker.  
  
The transparent closet is not just an allegorical device, it is materially located in 
the power geometries of the family. Jaden testifies to how parental authority over 
the home makes it an inappropriate place to smoke; thereby resulting in a self-
denial of his smoking desires: 
 
I don’t have the impulse to smoke at home. [If I do] I walk 10 to 
50 meters away. It’s troublesome to dispose of my cigarette butts 
and it stinks up my room. I just don’t want my mother to nag 
(Jaden/male/Chinese/regular-smoker). 
 
Jaden also puts it across strongly that places matter in one’s smoking routine. 
Indeed, the constricted, closed and closeted space of the familial home is unlikely 
to conjure up the ‘right’ moods for smoking. Others contend that smoking at 
home is akin to the desecration of ‘scared’ grounds:  
 
My parents don’t like me smoking because it’s bad for health. My 
house is a family space so I wouldn’t want to disturb that by 
bringing in external influences. Rarely, when I need to have a stick 
at home, I smoke out of the window, with my bedroom door closed 
(Radhiya/female/Malay/social-smoker). 
 
Smoking selves thus do not ‘feel at home’, at home. Consequently, I am inclined 
to contend that young smokers in Singapore are finding it difficult to smoke, or 
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‘come out’ as smokers even in their allegedly private spaces of their home. 
Simultaneously, as I go on to argue, while smokers are able to move in and out of 
the closet, which is connected to broader spaces, they seem to be also losing 
claims to (quasi)public places that are gradually fashioned to manage passive 
smoking ‘threats’ and the ‘risky’ mixing between smokers and non-smokers (Bell 
et al, 2010).   
 
5.2 (Quasi)Public spaces, formal smoking prohibitions, feeling circumscribed 
The smoking ban in public and quasi-public places is a means of making some 
places more accessible to non-smokers than to smokers. Therefore, we need to be 
attentive to how smoking bans, while beneficial to the non-smoking population, 
may also result in smokers’ unequal access to (quasi)public spaces. This is 
because designated smoking spaces in the form of ‘yellow boxes’, smoking seats 
and smoking rooms (section 5.2.1) tend to be located in peripheral spaces, are 
limited in number and small in area (section 5.2.2). The banishment of smokers to 
these marginal places may foster fragmented and fearful spaces, which may cause 
them to bear the emotional strain of being spatially alienated from the rest of the 
non-smoking community.   
 
5.2.1 Emotional responses to the provision of designated (quasi)public smoking 
spaces 
Although designated open-air smoking sites fulfill the function of ‘protecting’ 
non-smokers from second-hand smoke, they are also sites that maintain smokers’ 
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embodied senses of being stigmatized. This is because spaces allocated for 
smokers are differentiated and stand out from the rest. Jarrell  
(male/Chinese/regular-smoker) expresses this succinctly: ‘I hate being in smoking 
zones because it screams out loud that I am different, conspicuous and that I have 
to consume spaces differently’. Designated outdoor smoking areas such as yellow 
boxes, and indoor areas such as smoking rooms are ‘anxiety provoking locations’, 
where the smoking ‘body becomes an intensified site of attention’ (Hopkins, 
forthcoming: 10). Penny (female/Chinese/ex-smoker) notes that one becomes ‘an 
exhibit smoking anywhere in Singapore, so being in a yellow box doesn’t make 
much of a difference’ while Hafiz (male/Malay/regular-smoker) conveys that ‘it’s 
retarded to confine so many smokers in a tiny box’. Likewise, Vionna 
(female/Chinese/regular-smoker) vehemently criticizes the stupidity and futility 
of smoking in yellow boxes:  
 
It’s like a whole architecture for smokers. It’s humiliating, like a 
student told to pull his/her ears while being punished outside the 
classroom. How can yellow boxes contain smoke? They fulfill no 
other purpose other than the stigmatization of smokers. In Hong 
Kong there are smoking cubicles that suck second-hand smoke 
away from thoroughfares; that makes more sense.  
 
Ironically, while smoking prohibitions are supposed to alleviate the ‘problem’ of 
public smoking, they ‘fundamentally render the act of smoking more public’, by 
putting smokers ‘on public display for the public’ as smokers retreat to the 
periphery of dining establishments or cluster at outdoor smoking tables (Kelly, 




Further, the ubiquity of non-smoking signs is a visual reminder that the majority 
of public spaces are smoke-free by law, thereby heightening feelings of being 
watched:  
 
I feel very circumscribed with non-smoking signs everywhere, but 
I’ll still search for the next nearest corner where I can smoke. 
People have rights to clean air but it’s downright despicable that 
smokers get chastised after contributing to so much tax. Because of 
this public surveillance I think twice before lighting up (Jarrell 
male/Chinese/regular-smoker).  
 
Cain (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) is apprehensive about getting fined too, but 
he is not daunted, and instead provides an alternative view: ‘You can take away 
my money, but you can’t take away my desire to smoke. The fine is the price for 
wanting to smoke desperately there’.  
 
The situation however, is not better without concisely demarcated spaces for 
smoking. With regards to the recent implementation of the extended smoking ban 
(see Chapter 4), Yileen (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) remarks that since ‘there 
are no clear boundaries, how do I know if it’s exactly five meters away from any 
building?’ When asked how smokers know where might be a ‘safe’ place to 
smoke in public spaces that are quite ‘ambiguous’, Radhiya (female/Malay/social-
smoker) notes that she uses her own discretion:  
 
If there are other people smoking, then chances are it’s probably 
safe to smoke. I look out for dustbins with ash trays on it, and 
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estimate the safe distance that you have to walk away from the bus 
stop in order not to offend others.  
 
According to my respondents, the provision of enclosed smoking spaces is 
equally unsatisfactory. Jaden (male/Chinese/social-smoker) expresses his disdain 
for smoking rooms which are limited to 10% of the total floor area: ‘It’s like 
being in a cage, and where people get gassed to death’. Others rant about smoking 
rooms as a bad idea that does not take into account smokers’ sense of sensual-
spatial comfort thus accentuating their sense of ‘not having a place to smoke’. 
Shafiq (male/Malay/social-smoker) bemoans: ‘It’s smoky and cramped. You can’t 
even breathe, much less relax in there.’ Radhiya (female/Malay/social-smoker) 
concurs: ‘Ventilation there is bad, the smell gets stuck inside and it’s stuffy. The 
smoke hits your eyes, which hurts. I get out as quickly as possible’.  
 
Whereas most smokers are not inclined to be in smoking rooms, not all smokers 
are averse to being spatially ‘closeted’ or entrapped in yellow boxes outdoors. 
Josh (male, Chinese, social smoker) thinks that ‘most smokers are happy to be in 
the yellow box, otherwise we don’t know where to smoke’. Jhee 
(male/Indian/regular-smoker) similarly expresses relief whenever he sees one 
because he perceives it to be a ‘self-contained world that boxes the non-smokers 
out of [his] life’ so that he will not be ‘bothered by them’. Cain 
(male/Chinese/regular-smoker) appreciates the presence of yellow boxes because 




5.2.2 Emotional responses to the inadequate provision of designated 
(quasi)public smoking spaces 
Smokers tend to complain that smoking legislation shortchanges them as they 
have been allocated insufficient space to eat and smoke: ‘Fucking hard to get [a 
smoking seat in a resturant]. When people leave, we pounce on the table’ 
(Vionna/female/Chinese/regular-smoker). Although social smokers generally 
smoke less frequently than regular smokers, this does not imply that they are 
inconvenienced less, or are nonchalant about being inconvenienced, especially 
when it pertains to securing a smoking seat:  
 
It’s irritating that now only 20% of the seats at dining places are 
allocated to smokers. Any[thing] below 100% is inadequate 
because it’s relaxing to sit and smoke after food. Since I’m a social 
smoker, I’ll want to have a smoking seat especially when I’m with 
my smoking kakis [colloquial for companions] 
(Shafiq/male/Malay/social-smoker).  
 
Non-smokers who occupy smoking tables exacerbate this problem. Jarrell habours 
mixed feelings towards the unequal spatial provision of smoking and non-
smoking seats in public places, such that the term ‘public’ becomes a misnomer, 
as these places are no longer accessible to all:  
 
Smell filters to non-smoking seats and I don’t think there’s any 
way around it. I don’t feel that I’ve only access to 20 percent of the 
seats, because I can step out of the dining area for a puff. However, 
there’s so much surveillance that I’ll think twice before lighting up. 
Public space is not even public anymore and non-smokers get more 





Jarrell  (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) is indignant that not only does he have to 
grapple with being an ‘outcast’, he also has to spend an undue amount of time 
traversing stretches of non-smoking spaces before finally hunting down a 
smoking point. In addition, Shafiq (male/Malay/social-smoker) explains that 
smokers have to contend with the lack of dustbins equipped with ashtrays, such 
that they have a higher chance of being a ‘litter bug’. He calls this a form of 
‘proxy persecution’, which effectively places more resource constraints on 
smokers, alongside tainting their reputation in society. Angel (female/Chinese/ex-
smoker) describes how there are insufficient places for her to sit and smoke 
comfortably, and that many smokers are reduced to a pathetic state of having to 
smoke beside a dustbin. At the same time, she differentiates herself from these 
smokers by placing an emphasis on spatial aesthetics. She suggests that the 
quality of smoking spaces matters because it colours her smoking experience 
emotionally and sensually:  
 
Some places very dirty and dark, like coffee shops and staircases. 
They make you feel like shit. I don’t eat beside enormous rubbish 
bins so I don’t smoke next to them either. It is not comfortable to 
my eyes and nose. When you are smoking you are already inhaling 
something that stinks, why do you want to smell worse by standing 
beside the rubbish bin? 
 
She proceeds to expound on the importance of maintaining inter-corporeal 
distances by ‘spacing out’ while smoking, thereby underscoring the need for an 




Empty and airy spaces are good because the last thing I want to do 
is to inhale my exhale. I don’t like compact smoking areas also 
because someone burnt a hole in my shorts [before]. The second 
time round I kena [colloquial for got] a huge ash blister near my 
eyes, I really don’t want to get hurt again. 
 
Whereas Louka et al (2006:441) make a case for smokers in temperate countries 
complaining that it is a ‘pain in the ass’ to have to stand outside in the cold while 
having a cigarette, many of my smoking respondents observed that when it rains 
in tropical Singapore, there are almost no sheltered outdoor spaces within five 
meters of any building for them to smoke in, much less create distance and ‘space 
out’ to ensure that they do not burn each other or inhale one another’s smoke.  
 
Whereas this section has detailed the significance of space in impacting the 
feelings of stigmatization and containment that smokers have to endure. The next 
section will examine the deployment of (un)compliant strategies in coping with 
formal and informal smoking norms.    
 
5.3 Smoking strategies in (quasi)public spaces 
Although spaces are ridden with socio-legal codings, assemblages of smoking 
bodies, ash-trays, lighters and other smoking paraphernalia are still able to come 
together in agentic ways in some spaces and times. Smokers do much boundary 
work in staking out their claims to spatial resources, and smoke-free zones are 
commonly ‘articulated against a horizon of possibility and virtuality’ (Rief, 2009: 
172). These subversive possibilities are materialized through (a combination) of 
three tactics – compliance with smoking regulations (section 5.3.1), furtive 
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smoking (section 5.3.2) as well as flouting (in)formal no-smoking norms (section 
5.3.3).  
 
5.3.1 Complying with non-smoking norms  
Angel (female/Chinese/ex-smoker) only complies because there are punitive 
measures tied to contravening non-smoking laws: ‘I will conform to non-smoking 
signs, I will look out for them because I don’t want to get into shit, I mean there is 
a reason why the sign is there, right?’ When asked what else she does to eschew 
getting into ‘shit’ while smoking, she replied:  
 
Need dustbin. Otherwise I’ll get fined $300. I flipped my cigarette 
butt once, and got a near death experience with an NEA officer. I 
ran for my life.  
 
Sometimes smokers govern the ‘self’ effectively by abstaining from smoking in 
certain places even though non-smoking signs are absent. Angel 
(female/Chinese/ex-smoker) intuitively feels that it is out-of-place smoking in 
some spaces: ‘There is this awesome area in front of Cineleisure, a shopping mall 
where youths hang out, but it is very awkward to smoke in front of Paragon 
because it is a high-class shopping centre’. Hwee (male/Chinese/secret-smoker) 
and Jarrell (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) also share the same ‘gut’ sentiment of 
choosing to closet themselves at work and at church respectively, because they 
feel that smoking does not fit the profile of these places. Moreover, the kinds of 
people that one does not want to be ‘out’ to as a smoker determines the types of 
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places that one can be seen smoking openly and, in turn, the affective intensity of 
the clandestine act. 
  
There was once my colleagues were looking for a lighter. I just geh 
siao [colloquial for ‘acting dumb’] otherwise I attract unnecessary 
attention to myself. It feels weird smoking at Biopolis where 
people research for cancer cures. At work it’s more important to 
hide because people see smokers as lacking in self-control (Hwee). 
  
 
I never [smoke] within the confines of the church. I don’t want to 
offend them [other church-goers] especially the older ones (Jarrell). 
 
For instance, Hwee finds covering up his persona as a secret smoker at work a lot 
more stressful than anywhere else because he thinks that the repercussions of 
having his secret leaked out in office will be most severe.  
 
Likewise, Shafiq (male/Malay/social-smoker) marshals his common senses of 
being in a place too, when deciding whether or not to light up:  
 
I won’t smoke at the petrol station because that’s a fire hazard. I 
prefer to smoke at designated areas, where it’s socially acceptable 
for me to do so. I don’t like smoking in toilets or along stair wells 
because it’s uncomfortable and I can only see walls around me.  
 
I have previously alluded to how there are ramifications for smoking in public and 
private, and while I have already considered furtive smoking in private spheres 
(section 5.1), the next subsection sets out to explore furtive smoking in 




5.3.2 Furtive smoking  
Although it seems that my respondents who are navigating public places without 
familial surveillance can relinquish the closet, albeit fleetingly, this is not always 
the case. They continue to be encumbered by public smoking bans and the closet 
sometimes ‘shrink[s] to become the space of the body’ (Brown, 2000: 45). Due to 
the stigma that sticks onto smoking bodies, Flora (female/Chinese/ regular-
smoker) prefers to relocate to quieter, more secluded and ‘enclosed designated 
smoking spaces’. She cites two reasons for being uneasy about her exposure to the 
critical public eye while smoking, which illustrates how ‘even sight, the most 
paradigmatically detached, distanced and objective of the senses’ has an affective 
grip on her (Smith et al, 2009: 10):  
 
First, I don’t like people staring at me while I smoke. Sometimes 
parents with children give me dirty looks, and it doesn’t feel good. 
I’ll get annoyed and immediately think to myself, ‘You don’t know 
if one day your kid is going to smoke too, so don’t glare at me like 
that!’ Second, my parents don’t know that I smoke so if I see them 
while smoking in public I’ll instinctively drop my cigarette and run. 
My mother might just make me kneel down with the entire pack of 
cigarettes stuffed into my mouth.  
 
Flora does not want her bodily space to be trespassed by the public gaze. 
Therefore, she intuitively ensures that there are ‘no surveillance cameras, security 
guards and that there are cigarette butts on the floor’ before lighting up. Her 
responses also gestures towards the fluid contours of the closet, the possibility of 
privacy-in-public places which she may never enjoy at home, thereby 
undermining fixed and bounded notions of public-private spheres. The ‘sanctity’ 
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of the closet is of course also contingent upon whether or not it is being 
(un)intentionally turned inside out by, in this case, her parents, who may happen 
to share the same space as her while she is smoking. A fear of the parental gaze, 
of being forced out of the closet despite being a substantial distance away from 
the parental home means that Yileen (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) is, in her 
words, always ‘paranoid’ whenever she smokes publicly. The imagined and real 
parental gaze on her is omnipresent, regardless of her age, driving her to always 
look around before lighting up in case somebody she recognizes spills her private 
‘secret’. If that happens, Yileen admits that she will be ‘extremely guilty and 
ashamed, [for] causing heartache to [her] parents’ even though she does not really 
‘give a damn’ about disapproval from strangers. Shame is invoked because Ling’s 
parents matter to her – ‘shame is about desire for proximity and its deferral, rather 
than a desire for distance’ (Paasonen, 2011: 214) – as with the non-smoking 
passer-by whom she meets on the street. (Quasi)public spaces are thus 
paradoxical ‘folded spaces’, where ‘publicity and privacy co[n]join differently in 
different spaces, and it is in these sites that are imagined not as solely public or 
solely private that new identities will emerge’ (Hubbard, 2001: 67).  These 
(quasi)public spaces grant ‘furtive’ smokers a sense of anonymity, yet, they are 
not entirely devoid of surveillance as Flora and Yileen demonstrate.  
 
In addition, smoking requires one to temporarily withdraw oneself from particular 
spatial settings. In the context of the work place, constant ‘disappearing acts’ due 
to the need for a smoking break may have severe repercussions vis-à-vis one’s 
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identity as a professional and dedicated worker. For this reason, Abel 
(male/Chinese/regular smoker) has to straddle the spatial and emotional barriers 
of being in-place and out-of-place while juggling his public life as a teacher, 
which he perceives as important in being a role model for his students, and his 
private life as a smoker. He cannot be seen smoking by his students (see Chapter 
4) and has to resort to closet smoking away from his work place:  
 
Fear drove me to wait till 6pm, take a bus to somewhere far away, 
because I couldn’t smoke in the vicinity of the school. I was afraid 
that my career would be tainted if I did. Later on, I found out that 
there were fellow colleagues who were smokers too! We sneaked 
out of school during lunch, hid at some HDB [Housing 
Development Board] staircase and smoked. Gosh!! My students 
were smart, they smelt me and asked me about nine times, 
‘[Tea]cher, you smoke ah?’ I didn’t want to lie, so I just tried to 
‘smoke’ [colloquial for evade] my way out by changing the topic. 
It was hilarious but saddening. I was in a dilemma. I wasn’t doing 
anything wrong, why did I have to hide? But I do have a passion 
for teaching and I guess I’ve to follow the rules, at least, when I’m 
in school.  
 
Whereas the stories of furtive smoking above are overlain with anxiety even as 
smokers creatively maneuvre the restrictions that have been placed on them, the 
narratives below illustrate that furtive smoking can inspire smokers to feel 
triumphant as well, because they have managed to go around the law. Even 
though schools are strictly smoke free compounds, and youths below the age of 
18 will be fined holding on to cigarettes, some of my respondents were able to 
sneak frequent puffs at various out-of-the-way areas:  
 
When I was in [boarding school], I got around the surveillance 
quite easily. There were no parents, so that gave us more license to 
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smoke. We’d go to the sports complex toilets, or go to the highest 
floor, or sneak out of school, sometimes in the night. The teachers 
knew it and it wasn’t unprecedented. Just that we were difficult to 
reign in (Jarrell/male/Chinese/regular-smoker).   
 
Legality made smoking justifiable for Angel (female/Chinese/ex-smoker) even 
though she was easily recognizable in her school uniform: ‘When I was in pre-U I 
was already 18 and legal so I just walked out of school to some HDB staircase or 
void deck for a smoke break. I preferred the staircases because the view was 
nicer’. Further, Singapore’s universities (such as the National University of 
Singapore [NUS] and Nanyang Technological University [NTU]) have had 
campus-wide smoking bans imposed since 1997. Despite this, my respondents 
who are smokers and students are not deterred, even though Jaden 
(male/Chinese/regular-smoker) admits that ‘smoking on campus is very stressful, 
you have to be alert and look out for the security guards’. Faz 
(male/Malay/regular-smoker) acknowledges that a disproportionate amount of 
emotional strain is placed on smokers each time they try to find a place to puff, 
but he goes on to say that ‘what we feel doesn’t matter. It doesn’t change the law. 
We just have to work around it, and make it work for us’. Along the same line of 
thought, Sadiq (male/Malay/social-smoker) reasons that a blanket smoking ban on 
campus grounds is ludicrous because ‘the university is very big, so it is 
impossible for me to run out for a puff’. He shows that he is prudent enough to 
find discreet spaces to light up:  
 
The [security] guards can’t really be at every nook and cranny 
anyway. I don’t go to popular smoking points, I’m tactical about it. 
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I smoke where the guards smoke. I don’t contribute to the smoke 
when there’s already a bunch of people puffing away, [otherwise] 
people complain, and that smoking spot will no longer be safe.  
 
Alan (male/Indian/social-smoker) similarly notes that smokers are very adaptable 
and persistent people. Fang (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) testifies to this by 
experimenting with all sorts of ways to prevent the activation of the smoke 
detector while smoking in his polytechnic’s library toilet. He ‘contain[s] the 
smoke by placing the lit cigarette inside the toilet roll, empty can or bottle’.   
 
Moreover, smoking as a ‘forbidden fruit’ in some places, may even compound the 
affective impulse to smoke there covertly. Being ‘out’ to selected smoking 
buddies can amplify the ‘illicit appeal of smoking’, albeit fleetingly, before it 
loses its novelty (Hughes, 2003: 150). As Bataille (1998:48) famously asserts, ‘it 
is always a temptation to knock down a barrier. The forbidden action takes on a 
significance it lacks…and invests it with an aura of excitement’. Yileen 
(female/Chinese/regular smoker) is stimulated by how ‘it is also exciting to hide 
sometimes, by smoking away from my parents, due to the fact that smoking is not 
a socially condoned act’. Shawn (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) thinks that the 
tantalization comes from not being caught doing something so risky, while Izzy 
(male/Indian/lapsed-smoker) feels that being ‘cautious’ and ‘having secret places 
to go to that only smokers are aware of’ augments the ‘kick’ of rebelling against 
the authorities. He goes on to say that ‘once there is a designated smoking area, 
people take it for granted. It’s so much more interesting to go to a grey area’. In 
the same vein, Abel (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) reveals that ‘When I was 
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doing my NS [National Service], my army friends enjoyed going to the toilet to 
smoke, when it was only allowed in yellow boxes, just for the thrilling fun of it’. 
However, the novelty of furtive smoking runs out easily, and smokers that are 
tired of hiding may end up ignoring non-smoking norms altogether.  
 
5.3.3 Flouting non-smoking norms  
While furtive smokers attempt to render themselves less ostentatious, smokers 
that flout formal rules and informal non-smoking norms can be quite nonchalant 
about being seen smoking. After all, Yong (male/Chinese/social-smoker) opines 
that ‘the government has been trying to eradicate smokers but I think smokers will 
always find a way to smoke somehow, unless there is a nation-wide smoking ban 
across all spaces’. Sammi (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) echoes Wee by saying 
that ‘if there’re no legal spaces for us to smoke, we’ll create one for ourselves. 
We’ll find somewhere to toe the line’. In contrast to how young adult smokers 
prefer to be in the closet when performing the role of the well-behaved child 
whilst with her parents at home, Sinha (female/Indian/regular-smoker) stresses 
that she is all grown-up and should be allowed to smoke openly in places 
deliberately denying them of the provision of designated smoking spaces:  
 
Without legitimate spaces, people smoke surreptitiously and create 
more problems like littering the place. Nobody should be making 
decisions for adults like us. Sometimes I get so tired I just don’t 




Vionna (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) reveals that she will smoke even if there 
is a non-smoking sign because she is a ‘firm believer that the law serves a 
practical purpose. If there is nobody around, then I can smoke, because the law 
has no use at that point in time [and space]’.  
 
Others lament the intrusion of these smoke-free public policies on their private 
lives: ‘Not having a designated smoking area, that’s encroaching on my right to 
make personal decisions. It is almost insisting that I have got to be vegetarian 
when I like to eat meat’ (Alan/male/Indian/social-smoker). Both Sinha and Alan 
suggest that the relevant people in-charge should just ‘put a dustbin somewhere’, 
otherwise it encourages smokers to flout smoking prohibitions.  
 
Smoke-free campuses like NUS do not provide any smoking receptacles. Because 
dustbins with ashtrays ‘signal that smoking is permitted’ in that place, and aid in 
the proper disposal of cigarette butts (Kaufman et al, 2010: 967), their absence 
sends a strong message that smoking is not going to be condoned on campus. 
Nonetheless, Moses (male/Chinese/ex-social smoker) exercises the same tactic as 
Sinha: ‘Fuck care, take the risk first, then when someone comes along just say, 
“Sorry, sorry, I don’t know the rules”’. Whereas some health commentators 
believe that a public disapproval towards smoking may compel smokers to reduce 
their consumption of cigarettes and in the long run, quit smoking (Chapman & 
Freeman, 2008); Maslina (female/Malay/social-smoker) disagrees: ‘Aiyah, walk 
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so far already (to get to a smoking point), so irritating, might as well smoke more 
lah!’  
 
Haz (female/Malay/regular-smoker) used to hide and secret smoke at a secluded 
stair-well at work, because she was nervous about it affecting her appraisal, and 
that her colleagues would judge her as a ‘party animal’. Over time however, she 
has become less uptight about being ‘outed’ or seen smoking, and instead 
concentrates on getting her work done. Cain (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) 
challenges negative stereotypes associated with smoking at the work place. 
According to him, smoking is a ‘work drug’ that is revitalizing because the only 
way ‘to get out of the office is to take a smoke break. If you want to smoke, it’s 
because you are no longer productive’.  
 
With regards to the work place, Shawn (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) suggests 
that ‘a loss of manpower time’ sediments smoking as an unfavourable social 
practice that has to be recuperated:   
 
I compensate with doing more work, to make up for the impression 
that I’m skiving when I go for a smoke break. No employer has 




While smoking practices are closeted in some socio-spatial contexts, the closet is 
temporarily jettisoned in others, what Orne (2011: 681) terms as ‘strategic 
outness’. In playing up certain facets of one’s identity, smoking enables one to 
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‘stretch conventional boundaries of the self’ (Rief, 2009: 102), whereby 
impressions of being hip, fun-loving and adventurous are enhanced. Cigarettes are 
thus, useful prosthetic extensions of the malleable self in certain places such as 
the club, where these attributes are valorized. As Maslina (female/Malay/social-
smoker) muses, ‘I don’t know any smoking friend that is not fun!’ Yileen 
(female/Chinese/regular-smoker) identifies that: 
 
Even friends who normally don’t smoke will do so in a club setting. 
It fits in with the whole party atmosphere, and cigarettes coupled 
with alcohol give a nice high. Anyway alcohol takes away much of 
my inhibitions so even though I know I shouldn’t be smoking so 
openly and so much, I am not as concerned.  
 
 
These quotes illustrate how smoking identities are selectively closeted and 
revealed, depending on the appropriateness of the socio-spatial context.   
 
5.4 Summary  
There are no simple closets and there are no unitary experiences of being closeted, 
and certainly not every smoker is equally closeted by the prevailing power 
relations (Brown, 2000). Similarly, there are no simple smoking spaces. Just as 
the binary logic of the closet as ‘confining, dark and unhappy’ and the outside as 
‘liberating, bright and happy’ (Orne, 2011: 695) does not always ring true, so 
smoking in private need not always be more desirable than smoking in public and 
vice versa. Rather, the least constraining spaces are those that are neither 
completely public nor private (Ingram et al, 1997). Likewise, non-smoking 
regulations that are bound up in dialectical processes of inclusion-exclusion, 
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concealment-disclosure and agency-structure are unevenly stretched across a 
continuum of private and (quasi)public spheres.  
 
In addition, this chapter has demonstrated what being out-of-place feels like for 
smokers who are attempting to negotiate the complex cartographies of smoking 
and non-smoking spaces through a non-representational approach. I did this by 
putting in the spotlight, affectual resonances that suffuse smoking spatialities, 
such as the immense amount of emotional labour that is devoted to monitoring the 
self both inside and outside of the closet (Orne, 2011). Despite this, I do not imply 
that every oppression impressed upon a smoker is necessarily only a result of 
smoke-free policies that are applicable in (quasi)public places. Rather, one’s 
location on the social map matters too – smoking may be disjunctive with one’s 
multiple and fragmented identitiarian paradigms as a child, teacher or church-goer.  
 
I have tried to take into account the gradations between being a ‘smoker’ and 
‘non-smoker’ by incorporating the views of a range of smoker types. 
Simultaneously, I do not mean to deny the inevitability and political usefulness of 
these dualistic categories, even as I attempt to wrestle with their assumed 
discreteness, uniformity and fixity. Congruent to this, it is not my intention to 
make sweeping statements about smoking in the West and non-West. However, in 
embedding my empirical research in Singapore, I have discovered that young 
adult smokers, not unlike their queer counterparts, are curiously steeped in a 
paralyzing fear of parental admonishment, even when their parents are out of 
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sight. Geography matters, especially in a place where the ‘conservative Asian 
values’ discourse of putting one’s family before self is constantly propagated by 
the state (Offord, 1999; Lim, 2005). My respondents have illustrated that it is 
indeed stressful being a (closet) regular/social/lapsed smoker while trying not to 




6 SMOKING SOCIALITIES: SENSUAL-AFFECTUAL 
RELATIONALITIES  
 
Rather than featuring smoking as a symptom of social malaise or medical 
pathology, this chapter argues that smoking is a socio-spatial practice strongly 
tied to pleasant and unpleasant sensual-affective interactions among friends, 
across social groupings and even with strangers. In addition, smoking is an act 
that transforms one’s affective capacities to form social relations with other 
bodies (Deleuze, 1988).  Whereas the previous chapter casts the spotlight on how 
smokers experience material smoking spaces, this chapter foregrounds the mutual 
imbrication of smoking socialities and spatialities, to resonate with Lefebvre’s 
assertion that ‘space is permeated with social relations; it is not only supported by 
social relations, but is also producing and produced by social relations’ (Lefebvre, 
1991: 286).  
 
I start off by describing how smoking helps cultivate sociable atmospheres 
(section 6.1). Even though smoking can bring smokers together, it can also tear 
smokers and non-smokers apart. Moving on, I explore the tense social relations of 
olfaction between smokers and non-smokers (section 6.2). Smokers are competent 
social beings, and many of them skillfully work around their desire to smoke as 
well as their desire to assert a positive sensual presentation of the self by 
fashioning their own moralities of smoking practices. Consequently, I enumerate 
these strategies of considerate smoking (section 6.3). I conclude by suggesting 
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that aspirations towards a rapprochement between smokers and non-smokers will 
require us to be both considerate smokers and non-smokers (section 6.4).  
 
6.1 Sociable atmospheres 
Psychoactive substances like cigarettes have become creative constituents in 
animating the atmospheres of everyday life. I follow Ben Anderson (2009:80) in 
thinking about atmospheres as ‘a kind of indeterminate affective “excess” through 
which intensive space-times can be created’. More specifically, smoking enables 
the altering and/or amplification of what Chau (2008: 488) calls ‘sociothermic 
affects’ which is a somatic sense of satisfaction brought about by partaking in a 
collective activity (see also Latham & McCormack, 2010; Latham, 2003). 
Cigarettes commonly function as a social lubricant and smokers foster a convivial 
ecology as vernacular smoking spaces become ‘meeting points’. After all, Faz 
points out that it ‘feels awkward not talking to someone else having a smoke too’ 
(Faz/male/Malay/regular-smoker). Many of my respondents who are smokers 
opine that there seems to be an inexplicable, unspoken sense of camaraderie and 
solidarity among smokers. Indu (male/Indian/social-smoker) explains the sense of 
closeness with other smokers, and a sense of belonging towards smoking spaces 
that he frequents: ‘It is a nice feeling being part of a smoking community and we 
gather at the same few spots to smoke’.  
 
Aside from regulations that limit smoking to certain spaces, Mat 
(male/Malay/regular-smoker) posits that it is ‘useful to smoke in a huddle’ 
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because self-ghettoization among smokers ‘helps to allay the sense of being an 
outcast among a non-smoking crowd’. Cain (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) 
agrees, and alludes to how smoking spots are ‘hospitable places’ where smokers 
can go to: 
 
Smokers identify with one another. A smoking point is like a 
church for smokers, where you find like-minded people and get 
support. Smokers tend to look out for one another, offering lighters 
and all. It’s a wholly social experience.  
 
Such smoking spaces permit bonding between smokers and other smokers, who 
could even be strangers:   
 
One of the main reasons why I still smoke is because it’s a social 
thing to do. It’s very easy making friends while having a smoke, 
and I wouldn’t have it any other way. I relate to smokers who 
gravitate to the same place everyday (Salman/male/Malay/regular-
smoker).  
 
Due to hectic work schedules, the cigarette becomes a valuable social resource 
which one can marshal so as to position the self more closely with one’s 
colleagues. The space and time of the smoke break may be the only opportunity 
when one can get to ‘learn things that they don’t usually have time to teach you in 
the office’ (Shawn/male/Chinese/regular-smoker).  
 
When my respondents were asked to recount their first few smoking experiences, 
they highlighted the salience of social spaces that eased them into smoking 
initiation. ‘Peer pressure’ fuelled by a desire for membership in a group was a 
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recurring theme. Mat summed it up succinctly that smoking was one way to 
articulate affiliations to particular social collectivities: ‘When I was doing 
National Service, everyone smoked in camp. You either learn how to smoke, or 
be an outcast’ (male/Indian-Muslim/regular-smoker). Jaden had similar 
recollections:  
 
I failed six out of eight subjects when I was 14 and was feeling 
fucked up. I asked my friends if they could spare me a cigarette, 
then we went up the staircases of a block of flats opposite my 
school. It felt good, because I was doing something bad. It was a 
giddily exciting experience even though the first puff of smoke 
tasted like crap. I was now part of the bad boy aristocracy 
(Jaden/male/Chinese/regular-smoker).   
 
Public health discourses have reiterated endlessly that ‘peer pressure’ is an 
integral factor contributing to the rise in teenage smoking. In so doing, these 
discourses tend to deny teenagers of their agency in their smoking 
experimentations. For this reason, while my respondents acknowledged that they 
were predisposed to pick up smoking because of their friends, they were careful to 
avoid portraying themselves as passive dupes. Rather they took pains to assert 
that they were willing parties in this, and that they were deriving pleasure from 
smoking together. I was also a willing party when I decided to inhale two 
mouthfuls of smoke:  
My respondent S brought me to the sixth floor, to a relatively 
desolate and small open air area. There were already about five 
other fellow ‘smoking buddies’ waiting for him. I introduced 
myself to them and one muscular Indian man came up to me, held 
out a cigarette and said ‘so that you know what it is like’. I had no 
good reason to refuse so I acquiesced. He went on to light my stick 
for me. I didn’t know how to pull on my cigarette and gave up. Just 
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as I felt that I didn’t know what to do with my half-consumed stick, 
S took it gently from me, and to my amazement, started taking a 
few drags on it. Was he not saliva conscious? He then passed it 
around and all of the men took turns to pull at it once or twice 
before finally extinguishing it. Tendrils of smoke curled up 
languidly and enveloped us, as if ushering me into their group. 
Today, I felt baptized in smoke, smoke that dissolved boundaries 
(Field notes 5th September, 2011).   
 
As the excerpt above suggests, ‘tasting smoke makes the smoke part of us, and 
makes us part of smoke’ (Dennis, 2006: 48; Bell, 2011). Smoking cements socio-
sensory communities because it is a form of sensual commensality that engenders 
sensory reciprocity as well as ‘incarnating remembrance and feeling’ 
(Serematakis, 1994:37; Pink, 2008; Waskul et al, 2009; Vannini et al, 2012).  
 
However, smoking at social functions is sometimes done out of ‘obligation’, 
rather than pleasure, and sociable relations are limited to the spatial-temporal 
bounds within which the cigarettes are being consumed. Wing elucidates 
(female/Chinese/social-smoker):  
 
I smoke when I club because these people that offer me a cig[arette] 
may become my potential clients so I cannot push their requests 
away too much. At these social events I’m expected to entertain 
these rich people. Anyway if you club but don’t smoke what do 
you do when your friends go for a smoke? Continue dancing on 
your own? Even if I don’t like the smell and taste of smoke I will 
take a few puffs, after all I’m already inhaling all the secondhand 
smoke at the smoking corner, so no difference. I’m not forced, just 
that it’s better to.  
 
While smoking enhances sociability among smokers, it can also widen socio-




Social smokers don’t buy their own cigarettes and leach off others. 
I won’t go near them or offer them any. They’re so weak willed to 
succumb to social pressure (Shai/male/Indian/secret-regular 
smoker). 
 
I do feel anti-social extricating myself from a social function for 
like ten times so that I can go outside to smoke? I sometimes 
wouldn’t want acquaintances to know that I smoke because of the 
stigma, especially when I am placed in a predominantly non-
smoking environment with non-smoking people 
(Martin/male/Chinese/ex-smoker).  
 
In addition, this socio-spatial distancing can either solidify a new-found solidarity 
among non-smokers, or if the non-smoker is alone, for him/her to feel left out:  
 
Often, many non-smokers feel marginalized when a whole bunch 
of smokers move to the smoking zone for a puff. I often feel 
compelled to go with my friends to the smoking area even if I 
don’t smoke. I’ve heard of how some non-smokers attempted 
smoking in order not to feel left out (Wayne/male/Chinese/non-
smoker).  
 
When I was on a field-trip with a bunch of course mates, I could 
see a stark distinction between smokers and non-smokers. Those 
smokers formed a closer-knit group. It was clear that I was not part 
of them, not that I wanted to anyway. I hung out with the non-
smokers instead (Shiling/female/Chinese/non-smoker).  
 
Although there are strong links between smoking, ‘psychoactive sociality’ and 
convivial cultures, ‘achieving sociality does not mean that everything has to be 
rosy’ (Jayne et al, 2010: 549; Thrift 2005). Sensations are vehicles of attraction 
and repulsion, especially when smoking encounters between smokers and non-
smokers are fraught with olfactory uneasiness; as sensory stimulations prompted 




6.2 Social relations of olfaction between smokers and non-smokers 
6.2.1 Smelling difference and olfactory affects 
Synnott (1991: 449) proposes that a normative social aesthetics is dependent on 
gender where ‘men are supposed to smell of sweat, whiskey and 
tobacco…women, presumably, are supposed to smell good, clean, pure and 
attractive’. This, however, is not apparent among my respondents. With respect to 
smell, my male respondents who are smokers are not more socially accepted than 
women smokers. Rather, the stale tinge of smoke lingering on their bodies renders 
both genders sensually out-of-place and gives them away as subscribers of a 
‘filthy habit’, and committers of a social infraction, thereby affording 
opportunities for olfactory discrimination (Cresswell, 1996):   
 
I got to know later from the second interviewer that I wasn’t 
chosen because I smelt of smoke. I was thought to be offensive to 
the people that I would interact with on the job 
(John/male/Chinese/social-smoker). 
 
Once I was smoking along a corridor and a mother and kid came 
walking towards me. The mother blatantly pulled her kid away 
from me towards herself, and told him to cover his mouth and stop 
breathing for a while. It [the discrimination] can be quite bad 
(Penny/female/Chinese/regular-smoker).  
 
Phoebe illustrates that the intrusion of cigarette smell/smoke on the personal 
sensory spaces of non-smokers is likely to inspire negative responses from them. 
These olfactory responses are socio-spatially situated and work to differentiate 
individuals from one another. John was construed as an unsuitable candidate for 
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the job because of the remnants of cigarette smoke on his body, and Phoebe was 
read as someone who was posing an olfactory (and health) threat to young 
children. Thus, as Synnott (1991) observes, smell is a boundary marker. 
 
Moreover, smell can be especially insidious because it encroaches upon bodily 
spaces, ‘penetrat[ing] so to speak, in a gaseous form, into our most sensory inner 
being’, thereby making apparent, the vulnerability of these corporeal boundaries 
(Simmel, 1997: 109). Curtis (2008: 11) similarly notes that ‘every person projects 
odour into the area immediately around them’, and we cannot guard ourselves 
from its invasiveness:  
The smell that enters the lungs establishes a contact even more 
intimate than the one between taste and the receptor cavities of 
mouth and throat. Furthermore, unlike oral absorption, which is a 
deliberate act, olfactory perception is almost always involuntary. A 
smell is unavoidable, for it cannot be either voided or avoided 
through a rejective process like vomiting (Le Guerer, 1990: 175).  
 
Therefore, Longhurst (2000) posits that invasions of bodily boundaries are likely 
to be perceived in emotionally powerful ways. Severe sensory judgments from 
non-smokers can similarly provoke aggressive responses from smokers, 
considering that ‘you can tell people they need a haircut or to wash their face, but 
if you tell them they smell, you are really insulting’ (Winter, 1976: 15). As a 
result, smokers and non-smokers are frequently drawn into antagonistic relations 
suffused with affective charges, the most dominant one being that of frustration: 
 
Once I came back from a smoke, to a group project discussion, and 
this girl cupped her nose and mouth with her hands. What an 
exaggerated response! I understand that secondhand smoke is 
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smelly, but I was already polite enough to smoke away from her. I 
felt so indignant because she was plain rude 
(Willy/male/Chinese/regular smoker).  
 
Isabelle (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) expresses her exasperation at the 
uncontrollability of smoke and its disrespect of spatial boundaries: ‘People who 
walk into me, they are just suay [colloquial for unlucky]. I can’t control the smoke, 
you know! I’ve already tried to direct the smoke away from them, what else do 
they want me to do?’ Hwee (male/Chinese/secret-regular smoker) remarks on the 
futility of ‘non-smokers being angry with smokers’: ‘It’s retarded, this self-
righteous anger directed at smokers. These people just cannot accept the world for 
what it is, like Christians who are anti-gay’.    
  
Even though race geographers like Nayak (2010) write about how white young 
men legitimatize their racist stance towards Pakistani homes because these homes 
‘stink’, my respondents suggest that ostracizing others because of their ‘bodily 
odour’ precipitated by their cultural dispositions is a politically incorrect thing to 
do:    
 
When I’m in close proximity with people, they’ll sniff. I comfort 
myself by thinking that they’re not judging me, only the smell [of 
cigarette smoke]. I don’t notice the smell because I’m too used to it. 
The most I can do is to walk around and air out the smell after a 
cigarette. Some people don’t like the smell of durians. I 
acknowledge that but that doesn’t mean that I’ll go all out to 
abstain from durians, or stop someone from eating durians 
(Salman/male/Malay/regular smoker) 
 
People overtaking me and feigning coughs while I smoke, it really 
gets to me! You do that to someone with body odour, that person 




Olfactory discrimination cannot be entirely justified because ‘revolting’ smells 
are social-culturally situated and projected upon other bodies, in contrast to 
assumptions of smell as an a priori, inherent property of things or individuals. 
Olfactory affects are seemingly ‘natural’ and ‘raw’, yet once a particular odour is 
identified, it becomes emblematic of a socio-cultural marker – ‘[olfaction] is not 
simply something that happens’ (Fine & Hallett, 2003: 12; see also Classen et al, 
1994; Law, 2001). Shawn’s seething remark stresses the subjective nature of 
smell:  
If you don’t like the smell, then fuck off! People that cover their 
mouths when they walk past me while I am smoking, I feel like 
beating them up. You won’t fucking do that to an Indian guy 
because he is smelly right? It’s fucking rude! Then why do that to 
a smoker? That two seconds of second-hand smoke is not going to 
kill you lah, please! People tell me that I stink. I don’t know if they 
seriously think so, or they’re joking. What the fuck, they think they 
smell very good!? I’m sure not everyone who uses cologne smells 
nice, because smell is subjective (Shawn/male/Chinese/regular-
smoker).   
 
While most non-smokers tend to display an ‘olfactory aversion’ (Classen et al, 
1994: 165) towards secondhand smoke, I identify with Shawn’s sentiments on the 
subjectivity of smell. As I grew acquainted with many smokers, I gradually found 
the odour of secondhand smoke to be quite palatable, even as I remained averse to 
firsthand smoke. It became a familiar smell and, in an unexpected way, felt 
reassuring to me. On many occasions, I found myself ‘unconsciously’ drawn to 
the smell of cigarette smoke. That smoke is often smelt before it is seen probably 




Further, Shawn also sheds light on how the smell of smoke is likely to trigger 
touch and recoil reactions from non-smokers, thereby underwriting a 
reorganization of bodies in space. Angeline (female/Chinese/ex-smoker) testifies 
to this as well: ‘Like when you are walking through the crowd, there will be this 
circumference of empty space around you, because people automatically move 
away from you. It’s a strategy to get myself out of the crowd quickly, but I can 
see how people avoid me like a plague’. Moreover, the retention of an 
interpersonal distance between smokers and non-smokers reminds smokers to 
keep to their designated places.  
 
This may indicate not just an abhorrence towards the smell of cigarette smoke, but 
also a fear of cross-contamination, as malodour literally and metaphorically 
intersects with ‘dirt’, ‘impurity’ and a lack of hygiene. As Indu 
(male/Indian/social-smoker) notes: ‘Smoking spaces like yellow-boxes and 
smoking seats are seen as dirty and messy, with all the ash and cigarette butts. A 
moral opinion gets developed about the smokers and these designated smoking 
areas’. Indu states how disparaged smellscapes impinge on our senses of place, as 
they are ‘spatially ordered or place related’ (Porteous, 1985: 359). In this case, the 
stench of cigarette smoke and its by-product – ash, are tied to smoking spaces and 
people: 
 
Smokers are quite a nuisance because they smoke around you, they 
stink, and they don’t dispose of their butts properly. Some smoke 
all over the bus stop, stink it up and infect the whole air-
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conditioned bus with their smell when they board it 
(Jake/male/Chinese/non-smoker). 
 
I don’t like the smell of smoke getting ‘soaked’ into my clothes. 
It’s not a very clean feeling. Sometimes I’d feel breathless, that I 
am choking on it (Joan/female/Chinese/non-smoker).  
 
Jake and Joan’s quotes underscore the interrelations between the airborne, 
contagious nature of odour, its ‘grimy-ness’ and the inducement of choking 
disgust that ‘seeps from the wounds of everyday raw encounter[s]’ (Nayak, 2010: 
2385). This resonates with Howes’ (1991: 140) discernment that foul smells 
effectively inflame anxieties over air and olfactory contamination, and is thus 
‘ideally suited to expressing the notion of contagion or action at a distance…they 
are always “out of place”, forever emerging from things, that is, crossing 
boundaries’. Moreover, the cigarette smoker has long been conceived as an 
infectious agent, and this infection is diffused through socio-spatial interactions: 
‘Every smoker is, in fact, actively infectious and makes himself [sic] into a 
gratuitous advertisement for tobacco’ (Johnston, 1957: 10).  
 
Miller (1997) observes that disgust is precipitated by a danger of defilement. This 
confirms Drobnick’s (2006a:2) observation that the controversy surrounding 
second-hand smoke gestures towards an elevated awareness of ‘the physiological 
power of smells’. Sensual appraisals are thus not just symbolic or signifying, they 
are also profoundly bound up in visceral sensual affects. Altieri (2003: 2) puts it 
across cogently: ‘affects are immediate modes of sensual responsiveness to the 
world’. But these responses are not innocent. Rather, ‘disgust’ towards ‘smelly’ 
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smoking bodies is deeply political, as they often stir up sensations like repulsion, 
fear, and shock that serve to validate moralizing narratives (Haldrup et al, 2006; 
Waskul & Vannini, 2008). Drobnick (2006b: 14) terms the threat and fear 
invoked by particular odours ‘odourphobia’, which is likely to be mobilized in 
ways that legitimize the stigmatization of odiferous others. Olfaction therefore, 
becomes a means of ‘corporealiz[ing] dislike and [is] a prominent excuse for 
expressions of xenophobia…being odourous is tantamount to being odious’.  
 
6.2.2 The medico-moralization of passive smoking 
These adverse sensual assessments are compounded by the medicalization of 
passive smoking couched in a health discourse propagated by HPB, which insists 
that a non-smoker exposed to second-hand smoke is as susceptible to smoking-
related health problems: 
 
Eye, nose and throat irritations, respiratory tract infections, with 
worsening of pre-existing respiratory problems such as asthma, 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and emphysema, heart 
disease and cancers…You may think that it is just a minor 
discomfort, but the harm goes a long way…we are exposed daily 
to a form of air pollution that causes twice as many deaths as all 
other types of air pollution put together, that is Environmental 
Tobacco Smoke (ETS)  
(http://www.hpb.gov.sg/smokefree/article.aspx?id=7056, accessed 
10 January 2012).  
 
Smoking places and bodies bear distinct sensory markers because they are 
generative of odiferous smoke. Smokers used to be able to get away with a 
libertarian ethic of ‘it’s my body and I’ll do with it as I please’ (Brandt, 1990:167). 
However, with the notion of side-stream/second-hand/environmental–tobacco 
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smoke as harmful, campaigns to de-normalize smoking have been revitalized by a 
communitarian ethic that exhorts people to ‘do with your own body whatever you 
like, but you may not expose others to risks which they do not agree to take on 
themselves’ (Brandt, 1990:167). Accordingly, the smoking body in public urban 
spaces has increasingly been construed as ‘the most selfish animal imaginable…in 
contaminating the pure and fragrant air, careless of whom he [sic] annoys’ 
(Dunning & Mennell, 2003: 213; Poland, 2000).  
 
The ascent of ‘involuntary smoking’ and, by extension, the olfactory pollution 
that smoking engenders has ‘radically defined the terms within which smoking 
can be discussed’ (Chapman et al, 1990: 418). It does so by bringing into purview 
the previously unnoticed passive smoker, in order to make more vigorous claims 
to smoke-free environments (Jackson, 1994; Berridge, 1999). This is what Smith 
(1993:63) precisely terms the ‘medicalization of social life’. Fetid smells have 
long been regarded as a manifestation of infection and decay. Therefore, proper 
ventilation, and the creation of spatial distance have been methods employed to 
allow smells to dissipate quickly (Degen, 2008). The public smoking ban is one 
way in which abject odiferous others can be confined in certain spaces so that an 
olfactory homogeneity and hegemony can be enforced (Low, 2009).   
 
However, the strategy of spatial enclosure can fail sometimes, as demonstrated by 
Jake’s (male/Chinese/non-smoker) attitude that teeters on the verge of self-
righteousness: ‘You wanna smoke your dai ji [colloquial for ‘your own business’], 
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but don’t affect me. I wanna breathe in fresh air. I mean, I can move away, but 
how big is the bus stop!?’ Jake implies that smokers are typically associated with 
moral laxity such as selfishness and irresponsibility (Porteous, 1985; Synott, 1993; 
Terranova, 2007; Low, 2009). Since olfactory repugnance is often conflated with 
moral repugnance, this justifies the social surveillance and socio-sensory 
discrimination that smokers are often subjected to. Non-smokers are even 
encouraged to be enrolled as agents of the state:   
 
Educating the public on the harmful effects of passive 
smoking…will help them understand how the laws help to serve 
and protect them. They could then serve as a watchdog body for 
any infringement of laws, thus helping to ensure that the law 
implemented is enforced (Tan et al, 2000:1006).  
 
It is therefore important to note that passive-smokers are far from being passive 
victims of second-hand smoke. Although non-smokers may not always be able to 
distance themselves from the smoke, as Jake suggests, they can still choose to ask 
the smoker to move somewhere else, or get the relevant person-in-charge to do it 
for them:  
 
I used to shoo smokers at bus-stops or non-smoking tables away. 
My ex-boyfriend was shocked that I could be so confrontational. 
Another time, an uncle [colloquial for older man] was infuriated 
that I was so disrespectful towards elderly people. My parents were 
afraid I’d get beaten up by these smokers. That’s why now I just 
get the manager [of dining establishments] to chase smokers away 
for me. I don’t have to do it on my own and it benefits me and 




In light of such socio-sensual tensions, it is not surprising that many smokers 
invest an inordinate amount of effort to present themselves as considerate 
smokers. They do this in two main ways. Firstly, they make attempts at mitigating 
the smell of cigarette smoke on their bodies, so as ‘to present an olfactory identity 
that will be in accord with social expectations, [and] in turn, gaining moral 
accreditation: he (sic) who smells good is good’ (Largey & Watson, 1972: 1028). 
Secondly, they eschew from smoking in improper social-spatial contexts. I have 
already mentioned these techniques of spatial avoidance in Chapter Five. Hence, 
the next section focuses specifically on strategies that would ameliorate the 
sensorial pollution brought about by smoking.  
 
6.3 Social strategies pertaining to considerate smoking   
6.3.1 Smell minimization  
We are often engaged in social performances of vigilant 
deodourizing/reodourizing while managing our sensory expressions and 
impressions on others (Waskul et al, 2009; Waskul & Vannini, 2008). Such 
mundane rituals of odour avoidance tend to be equally, if not more salient in the 
everyday lives of smokers. The ‘disagreeable’ odour of cigarette smoke clings 
onto bodies, and some smokers are nervous that this might offend others, thereby 
nurturing a self-scrutiny firmly embedded in ‘affective economies, in which 
capacities for sensory discrimination…of shame and disgust [are] advanced’ 
(Curtis, 2008:7). Accordingly, many smokers adhere to sensory regimes and are 
careful to minimize the smell of cigarette smoke sticking onto them. This is not 
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just because they are likely to smell pungent, but also because the smell is a tell-
tale sign that they have been smoking:  
 
I smoke spearmint, it makes me feel less trashy, like I’m smoking 
Listerine [mouth-wash]. I won’t smell that bad 
(Angel/female/Chinese/ex-smoker) 
 
I rub my hands with grass, wash my hands with toothpaste and I 
carry perfume and mints with me. My friends are used to it but my 
mother will ask me why I smell of smoke. I’d lie: Oh, I was at a 
barbeque or coffee-shop where people were smoking around me 
(Sinha/female/Indian/regular-smoker).  
 
In addition my respondents detail how olfactory avoidance strategies are 
profoundly spatial, as it is about positioning the self in favourable places, or 
dislocating the self from less-than-favourable ones:  
 
I don’t go to smoking rooms in clubs because it’s like burying my 
face in an ashtray (Flora/female/Chinese/regular-smoker). 
 
I make sure that I stand in the direction where the wind will blow 
the smoke away from my hair (Sally/female/Chinese/regular-
smoker). 
 
In an air-conditioned place after a smoke, I feel more uptight 
because I know that the smell is accentuated in such enclosed 
spaces. I walk faster so people smell me less 
(Hwee/male/Chinese/secret-regular smoker).  
 
The hegemonic sensory paradigm is reiterated when those that do not bother to 
‘cleanse’ themselves after a smoke break are perceived as socially tactless, and 
deserve to be stigmatized: ‘if smokers get negatively judged it’s because they are 
stupid enough to go to air-conditioned places stinking of smoke’ 
(Indu/male/Indian/social-smoker). There are some who have found methods of 
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olfactory management too much of a hassle: ‘I wouldn’t want people to know that 
I smoke, but at the same time, having to cover up with sweets and deodorants, 
that’s simply too time consuming and socially awkward’ 
(Martin/male/Chinese/ex-smoker). Concomitantly, since how we smell is 
enmeshed with our personhood, there are some who will intentionally ‘wear the 
smell as a badge of pride and identity’ (John/male/Chinese/social-smoker).  In 
sum, smokers will have to contend with how they smell perhaps much more than 
non-smokers.  
 
However, not all olfactory perceptions towards smokers are the same because 
there are varying degrees of smelling disagreeable. Even as a regular smoker, 
Sally (female/Chinese) explicates that ‘the smell of smoke on me disappears quite 
quickly and easily. But there’re some uncles [colloquial for an older men] who 
always have an overpowering smell on them because they are hardcore, long-term 
smokers’. Jake (male/Chinese/non-smoker) concurs:  
 
If you smoke one cigarette and if you smoke lights [milder 
cigarettes], it doesn’t smell so bad. If you smoke reds [stronger 
cigarettes] or rollies [self-rolled tobacco], that smells horrible. 
Especially when these people cough, it’s like they’ve not brushed 
their teeth for the longest time, seriously! 
 
Jake alludes to how lighter, milder cigarettes reflect one’s refinement, whereas 





Nonetheless, smokers have the proclivity to be more accepting of cigarette smoke. 
Hence, they are less likely to wrinkle up their noses at other smokers: ‘When I 
smell smoke, it just entices me to smoke’ (Vionna/female/Chinese/regular-
smoker). However, a number of my smoking respondents, not unlike my non-
smoking ones, also detest the smell of second-hand smoke. Von 
(male/Chinese/lapsed-smoker) opines that the accumulated smell of smoke on 
anything smells ‘gross and moldy’. Likewise, Flora (female/Chinese/regular-
smoker) elucidates that:  
 
I’m a regular, but even then I don’t like the smell of second-hand 
smoke. I won’t hang around smoking points when I’m not smoking. 
I avoid exhaling near my non-smoking friends, babies, young 
children, and pregnant women because I know it’s unhealthy for 
them.  
 
6.3.2 Smoking propriety and impropriety  
Many smokers abide by certain ‘unspoken’ codes of conduct, particularly in 
crowded public places. Isabelle describes the adjustments she will make when she 
has to smoke in such a situation, fearful that she will be construed as a selfish 
person: ‘When I need to inhale, I’ll tilt my head and exhale upwards, hoping it 
doesn’t bother the people around me and put it out quickly 
(Isabelle/female/Chinese/regular-smoker).   
 
This act of olfactory civic-mindedness reveals that not all smokers are that 
‘obnoxious’ to put non-smokers through the ordeal of ‘passive smoking’. In fact, 




An additional danger remains even after a cigarette has been 
stubbed out. Third-hand smoke refers to residual particles that 
remain in the environment after a cigarette is extinguished…young 
children and infants are especially susceptible to these toxins as 
they inhale particles from these contaminated surfaces 
(http://www.hpb.gov.sg/smokefree/article.aspx?id=7056, accessed 
10 January 2012).  
 
My respondents thus throw to the forefront, the importance of adhering to a 
smoking etiquette that involves not just a mitigation of olfactory pollution, but 
also having an acute sense of spatial awareness. 
 
Because smokers have been negatively judged for endangering the lives of others 
and despoiling the environment, some have reacted to this by refashioning moral 
codes and reinventing their moral selves so as to realign themselves with a 
prevailing moral geography:  
 
I smoke only at designated areas because I never know when my 
smoke might just trigger an asthma attack. If smoking kills, I’d 
rather kill people who are already killing themselves. I also dispose 
of my cigarette butts in a portable ashtray I carry with me 
(Eliz/female/Filipino/regular-smoker).   
 
The considerate smoker thus negotiates the complex moral topographies of 
smoking by re-moralizing the self as a responsible subject (Bleda & Sandman, 
1977; Poland, 2000; Holdsworth & Robinson, 2008). Nonetheless, some smokers 
are adamant that smoking is not morally reprehensible, and that the onus lies on 




I don’t care if people start clearing their throats or pinching their 
noses. If it’s an open area, and they choose to stand beside me 
while I am smoking, then that’s their problem 
(Boon/male/Chinese/regular-smoker).   
 
This is especially the case when the smoker is already located in his/her rightful 
place. Eliz for instance, strives to be a thoughtful smoker, but at the same time 
does not feel that smoking is an inherently abhorrent act: 
 
Sometimes I’m at a designated smoking point and a non-smoker 
will walk by, pretend to cough and show displeasure. And I’ll be 
like, “Hey! This is my proper space, not your proper space!” I’ll be 
so irritated that I’ll intentionally blow smoke in their direction so 
that these non-smokers walk away more quickly. At least I get 
them out of my sight (Eliz/female/Filipino/regular-smoker). 
 
Hence, my respondents who smoke seem to imply that non-smokers must also 
learn to be considerate to ‘considerate smokers’, by respecting spaces and sensory 
habits. This is a potentially demanding task, considering that ‘non-smokers who 
are anti-smoking can rely on all the support of the government behind their back. 
They think that they are always right, and we are wrong’ 
(Vionna/female/Chinese/regular-smoker). The fact that non-smokers have not 
always been thoughtful towards law-compliant smokers has been overlooked in 
the academic literature, with the exception of Poland (2000: 4), who has collated 
some encouraged acts of consideration on the part of non-smokers towards 
smokers. Some of them include: ‘being more accommodating, less intolerant; not 
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occupying designated smoking areas, going out of the way to be with a smoker in  
a place where they will be able to smoke’.   
 
6.4 Summary  
Smoking throws into sharp relief, the shifting positions of the (different types of) 
smoker within constellations of power composed by medio-moral discourses, as 
well as sensory paradigms. As smoke is excessive of its containment in space, it 
causes sensual contagion in the form of secondhand smoke and this causes non-
smokers to be embroiled in a typically antagonistic relation with smokers. 
However, smokers are far from being passive victims of discriminatory sensual 
appraisals while non-smokers are not merely passive smokers of secondhand 
smoke. Rather, I have illustrated how both non-smokers and smokers are creative 
agents. Although these encounters are not always friendly or respectful, socially-
conscious smokers have tried to be courteous to non-smokers by devising 
techniques of scent-orship while non-smokers are equally capable of formulating 
strategies to deflect the smoke/smell away from their bodies. Moreover, by 
weaving in snippets of my scent-ual encounters with my smoking respondents 
throughout this chapter, I have illustrated that these encounters can yield 
interesting sensory experiences. 
 
I have demonstrated how smoking socialities can be comprehended through the 
optic of a non-representational affective-sensual approach. Such a perspective 
tethers smoking geographies with a richer appreciation of the sensorial production 
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of place that is layered with affective (re)actions of attraction and repulsion. It 
does so by depicting how one’s sensory habitus plays an integral role in the socio-
spatial stratification of odiferous smoking bodies (Wise & Velayutham, 2009; 
Wise & Chapman, 2005). The next chapter proceeds to investigate the healthful 
(and discomforting) subjectivities that smoking can stir up.    
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7 SMOKING SUBJECTIVITIES:  
SPACES AND SENSES OF WELLBEING  
 
Feeling well/healthy is an emplaced state of being that is extremely relevant to the 
study of smoking geographies. Although smoking is an active quest to experience 
mostly pleasurable sensations in certain socio-spatial contexts, it is also an act 
firmly entangled in feelings and discourses of unhealthiness. Healthful and 
smoking subjectivities thus converge in variegated ways as smokers articulate 
their positive, negative and conflicted smoking experiences vis-à-vis their 
embodied and affective senses of wellbeing. After all, ‘the physiological kick 
from smoking’ is not something ‘unproblematic and unambiguous’ (Hughes, 2003: 
167), and its interpretations, intermingled with understandings of wellbeing, are 
codependent on one’s location in the lifecycle model, moods as well as feelings, 
among others.  
 
Building on Probyn’s (2003: 290) notion of the ‘spatial imperative of subjectivity’, 
I start off by exploring the conjunctions of wellbeing and youthfulness, and how 
these generate conflicted subjectivities in/through the emplaced body (section 7.1). 
Next, I argue that while smoking may not be health-enhancing, it can certainly be 
life-enhancing, albeit temporarily, and along social, affective and sensual registers. 
For this reason, I expound on the socio-emotional spaces of wellbeing that 
smoking can animate, beyond narrow, objectivist biomedical notions of health 
that are exclusively tied to ‘measurements of mortality and morbidity’ (Hall, 2007: 
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131) (section 7.2). This is because physical health is one of the many conditions, 
rather than the only one that contributes to one’s wellbeing, sociable atmospheres 
and emotionality matter too; and these are not reducible to quantifiable indicators. 
Finally, I explore how normative scripts of femininity intersect with smoking 
subjectivities to produce stigmatized subjects, as well as some of the coping 
strategies that female smokers, in particular, adopt in order to retain their senses 
of wellbeing (section 7.3).  
 
7.1 Wellbeing and conflicted youthful subjectivities  
Smokers draw out spatial and temporal contingencies of their smoking 
subjectivities in ways that affirm their youth, and this has implications for how 
they perceive and maintain their wellbeing. More specifically, youth smoking has 
increasingly been viewed as a gesture of defiance against public health discourses 
and societal conformity, while implying an endorsement of dispositions like 
riskiness and fearlessness. Lyng (1990, 2005) calls this form of risk-taking 
‘edgework’, which occurs around significant socio-cultural boundaries. Among 
my respondents, smoking is a form of rebellious ‘edgework’ for Alan 
(male/Indian/social-smoker) that helps offset a stifling existence (Hunt et al, 
2010). He found smoking ‘liberating, because it was a period of time when [his] 
parents and teachers have a tight grip [on him]’.  
 
For the young smoker, disease and death certainly belong to a future faraway, but 
the short term usefulness of mood control are materialized in the space-times of 
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the here and now (Keane, 2002; 2006; Hughes, 2003). Eve 
(female/Chinese/social-smoker) calls this attitude ‘living fast and dying young’, 
because when ‘you are young, you want to live quickly, you find reckless living 
attractive. And smoking is one such reckless behaviour’. Likewise, Flora 
(female/Chinese/regular-smoker) adheres to this strand of thought too because she 
sees no immediate serious health consequences yet: ‘I know every puff is killing 
me but I still do it. When there are physical manifestations of disease like ulcers 
on my tongue, I will pray nervously for them to go away. When I recover, I go 
back to smoking again’. Flora’s explicit articulation that ‘smoking kills’ is 
reminiscent of American author, Russell Hoban’s famous expression of how 
smoking is justifiable, since living is dying in slow motion (1976: 32):   
 
What a weird thing smoking is and I can't stop it. I feel cozy; have 
a sense of well-being when I'm smoking, poisoning myself, killing 
myself slowly. Not so slowly maybe…But when I don't smoke I 
scarcely feel as if I'm living. I don't feel as if I'm living unless I'm 
killing myself. 
 
After all, as Radhiya (female/Malay/social-smoker) puts it so aptly ‘when you’re 
young, you feel invincible’. In addition, Eliz (female/Filipino/regular-smoker) 
exemplifies this valorization of instant gratification over long-term health 
complications, because she has youth as her license (Gough et al, 2009): ‘My 
family has a history of cancer, making me more prone to it too. If I ever get lung 
cancer, the most I’ll suffer is for five years, but I’d have enjoyed smoking for 20 




Faz (male/Indian/regular-smoker) highlights the demonization of short-term 
pleasure when he exclaims that ‘sometimes people see me smoking and come up 
to me saying, “Why the fuck are you smoking? What happened?!”’, to which he 
retorts, ‘Nothing, I am just enjoying life’. Similarly, Jhee (male/Indian/regular-
smoker) exclaims that ‘then at least I’d have lived young and dangerous, and died 
having smoked’. Likewise, Shawn (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) admits upfront 
that ‘No pain for my body, nothing can describe the pleasure of smoking. But my 
heart aches for the money I have spent [buying cigarettes]’.   
 
Most of smokers acknowledge the disadvantages that smoking does to one’s 
health, but prefer to ignore it for now. After all, smoking subjectivities of 
wellbeing are located within constellations of discourses, relations and practices 
that do not always end up producing smokers in coherent ways (Valentine, 1999). 
Rather, in trying to come to terms with their smoking desires despite knowing that 
it is an unhealthy practice, some have managed to make room for their habit while 
holding in tension, an implicit recognition that they do care for their physical 
wellbeing. They do this by applying concessions and compensations, thereby 
refuting public health discourses that are loaded with presumptions of smokers as 
ill-informed ‘victims of their own irresponsibility’ (Ettorre & Miles, 2002: 176; 
Hunt et al, 2010). Moreover, young smokers can afford to take their time, because 
of their youth. Penny (female/Chinese/ex-smoker) reveals that ‘people tend to 
procrastinate and bargain when dealing with vices’. After numerous attempts to 
quit smoking, she did succeed, but suggested that an overload of ‘quit-smoking’ 
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messages can be inimical to their objectives. She also makes evident her 
conflicted sense of self and wellbeing which is aggravated by her religious 
affiliations: 
 
I’m Christian. The body is a temple of God which I’m not 
supposed to harm. Who do I want to please? Myself, people that 
care for me, or God? I don’t know. I feel I’m letting people that 
care for me down, making them worried. I’m quitting because my 
stamina’s reduced, and I feel so tired without smoking. It feels 
wrong being so reliant on it. And HPB’s campaign is just idiotic. If 
I’m trying to quit, I don’t want to be constantly reminded of 
cigarettes.  
  
Jhee (male/Indian/regular-smoker) faces a ‘constant battle’ on another front: 
‘When you smoke a lot, like a pack a day, you feel bad and you try to quit. But 
the next day, withdrawal symptoms get the better of you and you get back 
smoking. There’s always this give and take’. In contrast, Eliz 
(female/Filipino/regular-smoker) deals with smoking in a more straightforward 
manner by attempting to maximize the benefits of smoking while minimizing its 
debilitating consequences: Because ‘it is unhealthy to smoke excessively’, she 
limits herself to five sticks a day. Others like Izzy (male/Malay/social-smoker) 
posit that social smoking is in itself a form of keeping his consumption in check, 
because it is ‘a lesser evil, granted that you are not delusional because you 
socialize all the time’. Likewise, as an ex-smoker, Jain (male, Indian) still smokes 
socially. He opines that ‘quitting is not about total abstinence, it’s about smoking 




Aligned with notions of ‘smoking in moderation’, Christopher Buckley (1994) in 
his novel Thank You For Smoking words it this way: ‘Smoking is bad for you, so 
is driving a car for some people…it’s a[n]…activity that done moderately, 
probably isn’t that much more dangerous than, I don’t know, life itself’ (2006: 76). 
Similarly, as a social-smoker, Indu (male/Indian) tries to rationalize his irrational 
habit by proposing that ‘smoking is unhealthy but not as unhealthy as other drugs 
or alcohol. Healthiness is relative, it depends on what you compare it with and 
how many you smoke’. These narratives show how smokers, depending on their 
smoking habits, disturb hegemonic health discourses by asserting that smoking 
and wellbeing/health are not necessarily incompatible with one another (Louka et 
al, 2006).  
 
In any case, ‘health/wellbeing’ is a negotiated outcome, and there are varying 
degrees to which smokers are allegedly indifferent about it. Ai 
(female/Eurasian/regular-smoker) insists that reductionist perceptions of ‘smokers 
as adventurous risk-takers’ are misplaced because she ‘is not fatalistic and cares a 
lot for [her] health’. Health discourses tend to establish a stark divide between 
smokers and non-smokers. However, she proposes that this divide is an 
exaggerated one because ‘people generally place themselves in situations that are 
bad for them. Smoking, like binge eating, is one such coping mechanism to get 
through life’. Hafiz (male/Malay/regular-smoker) and Radhiya 




I wake up coughing and I know I’ve gone out of line. I still play 
competitive sports, I do what the normal healthy person does, just 
that I smoke. I know it’s a vice but that doesn’t mean that it 
doesn’t and shouldn’t have a place in my life. Everyone has vices 
(Hafiz).  
 
I’m not ashamed being a smoker. Everyone ruins their health in 
one way or another, what’s there to be apologetic about? (Radhiya)’ 
 
Meanwhile, Cain (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) implies that adhering religiously 
to the regimens of an allegedly healthy lifestyle does not guarantee that one will 
not die young:   
 
You just have to be “healthy” enough, you don’t have to be 
completely free of toxins. If my body can still function, I’m not 
doing anything wrong, then I can still smoke. Otherwise, your 
body will show it. By that time, you will adjust accordingly if you 
still think that you need your body to live your life.  
 
Some smokers also claim that the spaces of wellbeing are holistic, and thus, 
smoking should not be understood in isolation from broader lifestyle practices, 
such as diet and exercise regimes (Louka et al, 2006). Despite this, Abel 
(male/Chinese/regular-smoker) does not think that his efforts to ‘counter the 
unhealthy effects of smoking by exercising’ are efficacious, but he still does it to 
alleviate his guilt. For those who are both sportspersons and smokers, their 
subjectivities are even more fraught with inconsistencies: ‘When I smoke my 
stamina goes down a lot. But my entire taekwondo team smokes even though my 
previous taekwondo instructor died of a smoking-related lung infection. It’s a way 




All these anecdotes imply that the evocation of wellbeing is a multidimensional 
state ‘far removed from its medicalised absence’ (Kearns & Andrews, 2010: 310; 
Guttman & Salmon, 2004; Andrews, 2007; Hall, 2007; Carlisle et al, 2009; 
Atkinson et al, 2011). Rather, quotidian geographies of wellbeing are often talked 
about in ways that converge with the social and sensual-emotional. Eve’s 
(female/Chinese/social-smoker) and Jackson’s (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) 
musings capture this prevailing privileging of physical health over other 
dimensions of wellbeing:  
 
Smoking is not good for your physical wellbeing. But most people 
fail to see that there is emotional wellbeing too. When cigs are 
taken away from me, I feel out-of-sync and wonky. Smoking is 
really quite helpful emotionally (Eve). 
 
Sometimes I feel mentally and emotionally more healthy smoking, 
even though it may not be good for me physically (Jackson).  
 
Hall (2007: 132) encapsulates this idea in noting that ‘your wellbeing is what you 
define it to be, which can be extremely empowering’. Indeed, having the 
prerogative to make decisions that shape one’s social and corporeal spaces of 
health(care)/wellbeing is one way to wrench some power from that which public 
health authorities and biomedical institutions wield. The next section expounds on 







7.2 Wellbeing and socio-emotional subjectivities  
7.2.1 Spaces of emotional wellbeing  
Smokers make space and take time to smoke, because it is one way to escape 
from the spaces of normality – that of physical-emotional neutrality or a sense of 
being at ease – by providing stimulation during periods of mundane monotony. 
Concomitantly, it is also an activity that the smoker can do, so as to return to the 
spaces of normality, by inducing stability during periods of emotional turbulence 
(Hughes, 2003; Keane, 2006). Hence, smoking spaces are set apart from, but 
nonetheless enrolled in, the space-times of banality, what Hobbs et al (2000) term 
‘the routinization of liminal practices’. Smoking spices up boring spaces – while 
waiting or transiting from one place to another: ‘when I’m smoking a pack a day, 
it means I’m bored out of my mind’ (Salman/male/Malay/regular-smoker). Thus, 
in contrast to smoking points as spaces of collective sociality, they are also spaces 
of solitary introspection: 
 
It’s a space for meditation - no more emotional and mental chaos 
in me after a smoke, like I won’t feel angry anymore 
(Jackson/male/Chinese/regular-smoker). 
 
It’s personal space and time for relaxation. Even if it’s five minutes, 
especially since life in Singapore is so fast-paced 
(Faz/male/Malay/regular-smoker).  
 
Likewise Jhee (male/Indian/regular-smoker) zooms in on how a cigarette leads 
him elsewhere, as a ‘form of escape from reality, into a security bubble’. 
Therefore, Vishva (male/Indian/regular-smoker) does not mind making big 
detours just to smoke because it presents him with a reason to ‘travel to a distant 
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land, away from the grinds of everyday life’. Moreover, Deleuze & Guattari 
(1987: 282) write that ‘all drugs fundamentally concern speed, and modifications 
of speed’. Consequently, cigarettes are sometimes used for their ‘slowing affects’ 
on (body) spaces (Moreno, 2009: 221; Anderson, 2004):  
 
Smoking releases me from constant tension at work. The world 
slows down, everything else doesn’t matter in that moment. I only 
focus on my breathing, which calms me down and clears my mind, 
so that I can be productive again (Cain/male/Chinese/regular-
smoker).   
 
Bonta & Proveti (2004: 16) similarly note that ‘slowing down’ is as potent a 
means of ‘de-territorialization’, of letting loose as it is ‘speeding up’, ‘for it is the 
shift of the intensive differential rates of change that wrenches a body out of its 
old habits’. Others, like Jain (male/Indian/social/ex-smoker) leverage on 
cigarettes with alcohol so as to catalyze and push intoxicated, affective ‘highs’ to 
greater peaks during a drinking or clubbing session.  
 
Smoking is thus commonly perceived as an antidote to emotionally strenuous 
spaces: ‘Whenever I am tired or stressed, a cigarette is the only place that I want 
to go to for relief’ (Mat/male/Malay/regular-smoker). Likewise, Indu 
(male/Indian/social/smoker) feels that ‘nicotine relaxes. Smoking makes me feel 
warmer, fuller and calmer’. These quotes show that cigarettes are not just 
employed in ‘more controlled and restrained ways’, they also serve as ‘an 
instrument of self-control … to control feeling states, to combat stress, to calm the 
nerves ... as a stimulant to, among other things, counter the sedentary character of 
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modern life’ (Hughes, 2003:92). For some, the repetitive hand-to-lip action 
provides a sense of familiarity and solace, the smoke in the airways, a sense of 
sensory stimulation (Keane, 2006). Shawn (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) 
explains how cigarettes function as an emotional bulwark that sustains his sense 
of wellbeing:  
 
I’d go anywhere without my wallet but I couldn’t without a pack. 
I’ll go the extra mile just to get cigs. Each time I exhale, it’s like 
I’m letting out all my frustrations and loneliness. I feel more 
relieved after that. Every time no one is there for me, my cigs are 
always with me. They won’t betray me. At least not now, till I get 
cancer and shit much later. I smoke when I’m sad, happy, busy or 
bored. It’s so much a part of me.  
 
Cigarettes are thus one of the few constants and resources that those like Shawn 
can rely on (Graham, 1993). They are deeply embedded in his everyday 
geographies, and are employed skillfully to undergird a sense of emotional 
assurance that insulated him from the vagaries of life.  
 
In addition, the visceral feelings that smoking can bring forth may vary for 
different people in different spatial-temporal contexts. This is in stark contrast to 
health discourses that have the propensity to homogenize the effects of cigarette 
smoking. More than 110 years on, Penn’s (1901: 301) assertion that smoking 
draws on one’s unique sense of somatic knowledge, is still surprisingly valid: 
‘The action and effect of tobacco depends, of course, upon the individual, the time 
and the circumstances…the use of tobacco is essentially to be governed by that 
most uncommon of qualities – common sense’.  
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7.2.2 Spaces of social wellbeing  
I have demonstrated how smoking can be a sociable activity that fosters a sense of 
collective identity in Chapter Six. Building on this idea, this section explains how 
these collective bonds are integral to one’s social health/well-being by ‘providing 
support, conferring esteem [and] a sense of belonging’ (Cattell et al, 2008: 546). 
Indu (male/Indian/social-smoker) particularly relishes in the ‘nice spontaneous 
encounters with smoking acquaintances at smoking points’. Smoking seems to be 
the versatile social activity that persists in the face of an anti-smoking climate 
(McCullough, 2011), so much so that it may even undercut the efforts of ‘quit 
smoking’ campaigns: ‘If having smoking bans that subsequently push smokers 
into a corner can get us to quit, yes by all means. But I think it reinforces our 
identity as smokers. It creates an element of solidarity that binds us together. We 
share a sense of camaraderie with one another’ (Jhee/male/Indian/regular-smoker).     
 
Moreover, it has become such an entrenched social ritual for some that 
endeavours to quit may even affect one’s social life: ‘I am weaning myself off 
cigarettes now and I will have to avoid going to smoking points, avoid meeting 
my smoking buddies. I feel less close to them now. It’s like deliberately 
withdrawing myself from them’ (Alan/male/Indian/social-smoker).  Although 
cigarettes facilitate a social space of wellbeing and togetherness, Abel (male, 
Chinese, regular smoker) reveals he is sometimes plagued by the rhetoric of 




There’re times when I’m chilling with my buddies, I’ll finish a 
pack in 2 hours. When the few of us gather, the urge is unstoppable. 
Smoking is a very useful value-add to all activities. I’ll be hit by 
guilt later, albeit momentarily.  
 
Consequently, heated public health debates have coalesced around smoking as a 
stress-reliever versus stress and guilt-inducer. Anand (male/Indian/lapsed-smoker) 
explicates: ‘Each time I’m trying to quit, but give in to a cigarette, I feel like I 
have done a really bad thing. I have controlled the urge to smoke for such an 
extended period of time, but one stick and all the effort goes to waste. I will hate 
myself for that’. However, it is debatable, whether or not these feelings of 
culpability and self-loathing indirectly generated by ‘quit smoking’ campaigns 
actually empower, rather than replicate an oppressive discourse (see Atkinson et 
al, 2011).  
 
Up to a point, ‘addicted bodies’ can be ‘blocked and disengaged from affective 
relations’ and the broader spatial milieu (Moreno, 2009: 226). However, instead 
of just being enslaved to their ‘addictive’ desires and, by extension, eroded of 
agency, many smokers actually play a very active role in calibrating the intensity 
and temporal extent of the pleasurable sensations in which they wish to indulge 
(Keane, 2002; O’ Malley & Valverde, 2004; Bancroft, 2009; Hunt et al, 2010). 
Moreover, until very recently, the scholarship on public health and addiction has 
long ignored the pleasurable affects of drug use. Therefore, Parker et al (1998: 
133) insist that ‘we need to place…pleasure in the formula. Drugs are used 
because they give enjoyment’. This certainly does not imply dismissing the 
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deteriorating effects of prolonged drug use, but it does entail taking the agency of 
young people seriously. For instance, while an intense craving for a smoking fix 
may indeed be stressful, some deliberately prolonged periods of purportedly 
stressful abstinence in order to more fully accentuate the feelings of wellbeing 
engendered by withdrawal relief, coupled with a headier buzz (Hughes, 2003). As 
Abel (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) explicates: ‘When I take a puff after 
abstaining for a day, my fingers tingle, I feel light-headed and there’s this surge 
going through your body. Sometimes I purposely go without smoking to relive the 
pleasure. Yeah it’s a bit masochistic’.  
 
Others like Jackson (male/Chinese/regular-smoker) are careful to make clear that 
he smokes ‘because it is a joy, not purely out of addiction or habit’, while Shawn 
(male/Chinese/regular-smoker) places an accent on personal choice that goes into 
sustaining his spaces of ‘addiction’: ‘I allowed myself to stick to this. I’m 
relunctant to quit because quitting means moving out of a comfort zone’.  In 
addition, contrary to popular perceptions of smokers as lacking in self-discipline, 
Eve (female/Chinese) thinks that as a social-smoker, she is ‘quite controlled, not 
that hooked’. Like some young smokers in their early twenties, she recognizes 
that: ‘Smoking is a double-edged sword. It’s not a lifestyle that I can grow old 
with. My friends who started smoking at the age of 14, 15 [are] complaining of 
chest pain and all. I can’t imagine myself more dependent on cigarettes in future 
so I’m trying to stop now’. Therefore, her smoking subjectivities are fluid over 
space-time as she envisions smoking as a passing phase in her life. Even as an 
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occasional social smoker, she tries to preserve her wellbeing by aspiring to ‘quit 
with finality, instead of being here and there’. In comparison, Hafiz’ 
(male/Malay/regular-smoker) response is more vague, claiming that he is not 
completely given to ‘addiction’, as tobacco-control discourses would argue: ‘I am 
concerned about my health. I’m aware of what I am doing. At a certain point I’ll 
stop, but I don’t know when. I’ve not resolved this yet’.   
 
This section has demonstrated that wellbeing/health and emotional geographies 
are intertwined, and felt in/through corporeal spaces located in their broader 
environment. The next one complicates this interrelation further by exploring how 
intersecting smoking subjectivities refashion the (dis)continuities of enacting 
stigmatized subject positions (Waitt & Gorman-Murray, 2011).  
 
7.3 Wellbeing, stigma and intersecting subjectivities   
7.3.1 Wellbeing and stigmatizing spaces 
Chapter Five addressed how smokers manage their spatialities as stigmatized 
subjects. Chapter Six extended this notion of stigma by exploring the socialities of 
sensory regimes. This section develops the conceptualization of stigma further by 
delving into how stigmatizing affects impinge on smokers’ subjectivities. Public 
health discourses, social norms and the spatial regulation of smoking operate to 
produce the ‘desultory, exiled status’ of smokers (Chapman, 2007: 154; see also 
Kim & Shanahan, 2003; Bayer & Stuber, 2006; Thompson et al, 2007; Scambler, 
2009; Scheffels, 2009; Bell et al, 2010b; Ritchie, 2010b; Collins & Procter, 2011). 
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‘Evangelistic’ health crusades conflate medicine with morality and have the 
proclivity to engineer affectively-charged, shock-appeal messages in order to be 
attention grabbing. In some cases, gory images of diseased bodies ravaged by 
carcinogenic substances in cigarettes are being propagated by transnational 
tobacco-control campaigns. While not disputing the veracity of these medical 
representations, these representations are problematic because they posit that 
individuals are ‘morally and perhaps legally accountable’ for their health 
condition, especially if they have not adopted recommended health-related 
practices (Guttman & Salmon, 2004:543).   
 
Some health commentators contend that the temporary stigmatization of smokers 
as ‘irrational and unloving of [the] self’ is ethically acceptable if it were 
instrumental in recuperating ‘pathological’ lifestyle choices (Bayer, 2008; Plate 
7.1; 7.2). However, I argue that these discursive and material spaces that 
explicitly encourage spoiling the social status of smokers, directly press upon 
their senses of wellbeing Whereas the adverse impacts of most other deviant 
bodies (for example, sexual dissidents) are relatively better contained within 
individual bodies or at least, within a community, smoking bodies jeopardize 
public health interests by easily impinging on non-smokers with their smoke. 
Therefore, emotionally, they are often punished for persisting in a habit that is not 
just hazardous to their own body, but also to others. This comes in the form of 
guilt, shame and abjection that they have to bear, thereby lowering their quality of 
life, and in turn, hindering their self-actualization (Sen, 1992; Kim & Shanahan, 
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2003; Cattell et al, 2008). Burris (2008: 475) is adamant that stigma is ‘an 
arbitrary and cruel form of social control’. John (male/Chinese/social-smoker) 
seems to support Burris’ stand, as he reveals that ‘smokers have to play hide-and-
seek’ in public places where there are no official smoking areas. Moreover, 
smokers may even need to put on a façade of nonchalance as a means of 
managing embarrassment and a stigmatized identity: 
 
People, like, judge me, look at me like I am doing something bad 
or deviant. But I brush it off. I try to look as though I don’t feel 
anything but I do feel that I am being judged. Only God can judge 
me, if you can’t take it, fuck off. It’s so unfair. Why do people look 
at me as though I owe them something? I’m spending my own 
money (Shawn/male/Chinese/regular-smoker).  
 
As a result, spaces of encounter between smokers and non-smokers become 
imbued with unhappiness, incivilities and feelings of injustice that deflate the 
senses of emotional-affectual wellbeing for both parties (Cattell et al, 2008). In 
addition, smokers have to endure the emotional distress that comes with possibly 
getting caught smoking even in the most private of domestic spaces – the 
bathroom:  
  
On campus I can still smoke illegally. But if I’m at home rushing 
work and desperately need a cig, I’ll go to the toilet. If I smoke, 
my mother who’s a light sleeper will find out. If I don’t, I can’t 
finish my work. Bo bian [colloquial for no choice], take the chance. 
It’s such a chore - have a few puffs, put it out quickly, just for the 
kick. I don’t want my parents to feel disgusted with me or be 





Plate 7.1 Screen capture of an individual’s post on Facebook that was 




Plate 7.2 Quit smoking poster 
Source: Health Promotion Board, 2007 
 
 
Likewise, Sandra (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) has to spin deceitful tales of 
‘Oh, I’d say I’ve already quit if my family asks, but actually I haven’t. I die die 
won’t admit [colloquial for no matter what, I won’t admit that] to my mother that 
I smoke because it’s like committing suicide. Sometimes, I dream about her 
finding cigarettes in my bag. It’s so stressful to hide’. She then goes on to say that: 
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‘Some boys find girls who smoke gross, but I don’t think so’. In so doing, Sandra 
gestures towards the female smoking body as a locus where stigma converges 
more intensely. 
 
7.3.2 Wellbeing and intersecting subjectivities  
Women who smoke are generally judged more severely than men who do. Sally 
(female/Chinese/regular-smoker) expands on how such judgments undermine the 
corporealities of her socio-emotional wellbeing:  
 
When girls smoke, people ji tao [colloquial for immediately] think 
that you’re bad girl. Once my HR manager saw me smoking and 
smacked me [playfully], say until I so jialat [colloquial for she 
disapproves of my smoking very much]. Especially when another 
woman judges you, you will be judged more jialat [colloquial for 
harshly].  
 
Sinha (female/Indian/regular-smoker) illustrates how raced female bodies carriers 
of ethnic identities and are hence, sites of heightened societal surveillance:  
 
As a female, who’s also an ethnic minority, it’s a lot harder. I’m 
expected to be wholesome, to uphold my culture. When I’m 
smoking along Serangoon Road [ethnic precinct for South Asians], 
I’m doubly stared at. Indians tend to judge me more harshly. 
Women are seen as bearers of life. If these female smokers get 
pregnant, it is going to be hard for them. Men get away more easily 
because they don’t have to carry the burden of motherhood, of 
making a space within the body that is not hostile for having a 
baby.    
 
This exemplifies how the limits of impropriety are stricter for women than men, at 
least in the Asian context where female smokers are construed as running afoul of 
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putative Asian values that expect women to be chaste and nurturing caregivers 
(Tan, 2011). In spite of a burgeoning tobacco-control discourse espousing the 
adverse effects that smoking can have on men’s sexual/reproductive health, and 
by extension, the preservation of one’s masculinity (Davis, 1998; Peate, 2005; 
Chapman, 2006), my male and female smoking respondents are peculiarly silent 
on this. In contrast, Sinha’s quote above points to the essentialist presumptions of 
women as ‘mothers-to-be’ who have to be responsible for not only themselves 
and their fertility, but also the wellbeing of their unborn child, the future family 
and even the broader cultural community. In light of such heavier moral 
obligations to be healthy (or even healthier) placed on women’s shoulders, it is 
unsurprising that Izzy (male/Malay/social-smoker) thinks that an occasional 
cigarette while socializing is acceptable for men, but finds it is ‘unbecoming’ for a 
(pregnant) woman to smoke heavily:  
 
I’ve something against my younger sister smoking hardcore. She’s 
killing herself. And she’ll get pregnant someday. I wouldn’t date a 
girl that deliberately harms herself by smoking? How can she be 
decent and responsible? I want a normal healthy kid and family in 
future.  
 
These discursive threads underpin an almost tyrannical ‘moral commitment’ that 
women have to the people around them – they have to care for their wellbeing 
only because as self-sacrificial daughters, sisters and mothers, their family 
depends on them (Guttman & Salmon, 2004: 545; Oakes, 2000; Holdsworth & 




Although the moral geography of female smoking is one that is shrouded with 
stigma, female smokers are still capable of coping with it by enacting spaces of 
defiance against unkind masculinist assessments that are hurled at them. In so 
doing, they attempt to rehabilitate their once bruised sense of wellbeing. Peiqing 
(female/Chinese/ex-smoker) maintains that these evaluations may not stand (at 
least, all the time):  
  
Certain stereotypes are chained to being a female smoker – havoc, 
party animal, messed-up and out-of-control, which is of course not 
true. But I won’t change to please others or conform to societal 
standards even though I get stared at more. I smoke, so what!? So 
what lah?  
 
Radhiya (female/Malay/social-smoker) concurs: ‘They may not be the typical 
wholesome girls, but they are definitely not all delinquents or bad people’. 
Moreover, some female smokers are constantly looking for ways to up their 
wellbeing quotient, either by laying their ‘inferiority complex’ to rest, or by 
reinforcing their distinction from socially undesirable stereotypes. For instance, 
Linda (female/Chinese/regular-smoker) mobilizes smoking as a means of 
asserting her autonomy, validating her existence and dispelling dominant and 
demeaning perceptions about (female) smokers: ‘I don’t mean to show-off but 
friends will come up to me to say that I am non-representative – I am a girl, I 
smoke and I can hold intellectual conversations. I think I have changed the way 
they’ve thought about smokers’. Even though Mas (female/Malay/social-smoker) 
is not ‘out’ to her parents as she rehearses her obligations as daughter (see 
Chapter Five), she reclaims smoking as a relatively acceptable practice, because it 
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is not something that is out rightly prohibited in her religion and in the social 
space of her family:   
 
I’m wary of people judging me. Guys say: ‘Ee! Girls don’t smoke’. 
What?! But my Chinese friends think that it’s common for Malay 
girls to smoke. Smoking is not haram [forbidden] in Islam. Eating 
pork and consuming alcohol, these are haram. Smoking is makruh, 
which means it’s not forbidden but it’s better not to do it. However, 
I won’t disappoint my parents by telling them this. But all the male 
figures in my life smoke – my father, grandfathers – how can I say 
smoking is wrong? 
 
This section has shown how stigmatized smoking spaces and subjectivities are not 
equally distributed among smokers. Rather, there are interlocking matrices of 
difference. Gender, which is inflected through race and religion are markers of 
difference that impress on the wellbeing of female smokers, along varying 
registers – physical, social, emotional/affectual.  
 
7.4 Summary 
This chapter has illustrated that a non-medicalised understanding of wellbeing is 
differentially performed, felt and maintained in/through relational bodies marked 
by their gender, age, race and religion. I have illuminated how smoking spaces 
foster social wellbeing by enabling a sense of interconnectedness between people, 
as well as how these spaces nurture an affectual-emotional wellbeing by enabling 
a sense of agency, contentment and ease. Such a focus on spaces of wellbeing 
through the lens of affect lies at the heart of enhancing ‘the positive freedom to 
live a flourishing life’ (Fleuret & Atkinson, 2007: 109) as it foregrounds one’s 
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capacity to act and affect in varying contingent spatial contexts. Hopefully more 
dialogues between smokers and non-smokers can aid people in negotiating the 
individual freedom to smoke (or not to smoke) and still feel well living together 
with others in densely built-up Singapore.  
 
Although a non-representational approach towards smoking subjectivities and 
spaces of wellbeing attempts to decenter Cartesian pre-suppositions of a rational, 
bounded and determinable self by privileging visceral sensations, this does not 
imply that cognitive processes are inconsequential. In a response to Pile’s (2010) 
article on the theorizations of emotions and affect in human geography, Dawney 
(2011) and Curti et al (2011) point out the relative lack of attention given to the 
mutual imbrications of thought and affect. However, in this chapter, I have 
attempted to illustrate how smokers draw on discursive tropes as they reflect on, 
and rationalize their smoking practices in a bid to furnish them with legitimacy. In 
so doing, I have alluded to how the embodied subject’s competency for cognition 
and imagination, is crucial to how affects are experienced and processed. Indeed, 
discursive thoughts can be layered with unruly affective impulses that retain an 







This thesis has demonstrated how a study of smoking spaces/bodies can draw 
forth  issues such as boundary-transgression, centrality-marginality, public-private, 
close(t)-open spaces, among others, that are relevant to geographers. In doing so, I 
have argued that a non-representational perspective extends and enlivens the 
existing literature by explaining how smoking selves are affectual-sensual 
accomplishments. I have illustrated the affective modalities bound up in spatial 
experiences (Chapter Five), sensuous socialities (Chapter Six) and healthful 
subjectivities (Chapter Seven). These embodied knowledges built into smoking 
geographies would otherwise be evaded by a medical imperialism that is quick to 
discount them as unscientific or for sounding too much like a pro-smoking 
apologist. On the contrary, an attunement towards these embodied knowledges 
not only highlights the possible unhealthy aspects of public health discourses 
(section 8.1) but also envisions healthier urban encounters with difference 
(section 8.2).   
 
8.1 Stubbing it out: critical reflections   
I have explained how seemingly benevolent acts of making air space cleaner for 
non-smokers may have unethical and unhealthy effects and affects on smokers, 
particularly for those that need their regular smoking fixes. Public health 
discourses and environmental agencies vilify smokers by painting a dystopic 
imagery of smoking bodies as irrational, diseased, selfish and obnoxious. These 
ideas are then fortified as they are internalized and performed in everyday 
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encounters between smokers and non-smokers. However, I do not imply that 
these discourses and agencies necessarily diminish smokers of their capacity to 
act.  
 
In fulfilling my three thesis objectives, my study has illustrated how first; smokers 
are inventive in selectively revealing their smoking selves to others as they carve 
out spatialities in the face of tightening regulations. Second, they cultivate 
socialities by adopting smoking etiquettes and by deodorizing themselves. Third, 
they reformulate stigmatizing subjectivities by playing an active role in fashioning 
their own senses of wellbeing. Simultaneously, I have implied that imputing such 
a health and/or smell related stigma on smokers makes life unhealthier for them, 
as it threatens, to varying degrees, the socio-emotional wellbeing of smokers vis-
à-vis their intersecting identities.  
 
More significantly, by conceptualizing smoking bodies through the lens of non-
representational theory, my thesis contributes to the existing geographical 
scholarship in at least three ways. First, it remedies the lack of an explicit analysis 
on differentiated bodies in the scholarship on geographies of affect, which has 
been critiqued by feminist geographers to be ‘void of political content’ (Pain, 
2006:225). An affective take on corporeality has been marked by a refusal to 
accord bodies a fixed set of representational characteristics and for some feminists, 
this deconstruction of bodily difference is disquieting (Colls, 2011). Nonetheless, 
I have attempted to demonstrate that it is possible to address how marked 
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smoking bodies ‘magnetize various capacities for being affected’ Tolia-Kelly 
(2006: 215), while eschewing from conceptualizing the ‘smoker’ (only) as an a 
priori category of difference, or pinning down what the smoking body is (or is 
not). Rather, I perceive the body as a provisional hanging together of a mish-mash 
of forces that are materialized immanently as they emerge and converge across an 
array of spaces (Colls, 2011). Likewise, I have illustrated what smoking as an 
affective force enables (or disenables) the body to do and feel in multiple 
locations.  
 
Second, a non-representational leaning offers us another perspective to tease out 
the affectual-sensual registers of smoking spatialities, socialities and subjectivities 
that can aid us in re-conceptualizing terms like ‘health/wellbeing’. ‘Healthy’ 
places support enabling encounters – encounters that heighten the competencies 
of the body to act and affect by transferring ‘power from the affecting body to the 
affected body, and so invest that body with joy’ (Duff, 2011: 153; 2010). This 
relational transfer of sensual-affective intensities and gaseous substances also 
urges us to rethink the boundaries and limits of the volatile human body (Clough, 
2010).  
 
Therefore, I suggest that ruminating over an ‘ethics without morality’ may be a 
more enabling, and by extension, a healthier option to the medico-moralization of 
smoking bodies. Deleuze’s reading of Spinoza makes differentiations between 
‘ethics’ and ‘morality’. Ethics refers to a set of facilitative guidelines that assess 
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us in relation to an immanent form of existence, which rejects inherent 
distinctions between good and evil (Bender, 2000; Smith, 2003). Morality, in 
contrast, entails a constricting set of values that judge one’s actions based on 
universal values. For instance, as Smith (2003) notes, a question of morality asks: 
‘What must I do?’ while a question of ethics without morality asks: ‘What am I 
capable of doing and how can I be empowered? Deleuze (1995) espouses ‘good’ 
acts as those that boost the actors’ capacity for (re)acting, whereas ‘bad’ ones 
divest actors of their affective energies.  
 
In addition, Katz (1995: 290) muses that a moralizing attitude ‘is often most 
subjective when it makes the strongest pretense of objectivity’. Likewise, Barnett 
(2010: 247) suggests that ‘judging [what is good or not] is not a matter of 
applying hard and fast rules discovered through theoretical reasoning to worldly 
cases’. I reiterate that it is not my intention to endorse smoking in any way that 
would fall into the trappings of tobacco marketing ploys. Rather, I want to avoid 
the polar extremes of either romanticizing or condemning smoking practices in 
order to privilege more nuanced narratives of smoking geographies. Embracing 
the affective and sensual modalities of smoking life-worlds precisely provides us 
with a conceptual tool to not entirely reject, but to complicate these hard and fast 
rules set by medical discourses and governing institutions, as well as to recognize 




Further, in tandem with geographical endeavors to recover subaltern spaces 
(Clayton, 2011), I have noted how the medicalization and criminalization of 
deviant practices are common threads between the everyday geographies of a 
smoker and a sexual dissident in Singapore. Just as smoking has been cast under 
the scope of the clinical eye, gender variance was deemed as mental illness in the 
1960s (Doan, 2010). Consequently, a penchant for pathologizing aberrant bodies 
contributes to smokers’ senses of being socially and spatially disenfranchised. 
Like some accounts of being queer in space (Ingram et al, 1997), smokers are 
emplaced in differential smoking spaces and this renders them as convenient 
subjects of disparagement. I do not want to once again reinforce the rhetoric of 
smoking as injurious to innocent victims, as it lapses back to a moral 
condemnation of these smokers. Instead, I have tried to highlight how these 
smoking spaces are also pregnant with anticipation and enablement. Whereas it is 
often possible to spatially contain other kinds of aberrant bodies, it is difficult to 
ignore how second/third-hand smoke travels and undeniably lingers even after the 
smoker has left and the cigarette is stubbed out, as well as how unwilling non-
smokers (and other smokers) are embroiled into contestations for air space. These 
tensions beget the thorny question of how subaltern smoking sites can be 
recuperated without encroaching on the breathing spaces of others.     
 
Thirdly, this study underscores the significance of producing situated knowledges 
(Haraway, 1988) from a local (Asian) perspective, instead of reifying the 
universality of a predominantly Western-centric research (even as this Western-
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centrism is slowly declining). Turner & Zheng (2009) remind us of the difference 
that place makes to academic inquiry. A focus on smoking bodies grounded in the 
spatial milieu of Singapore – a state that has been described as puritanical and 
paternalistic (Offord, 1999; Lim, 2005) – is imperative if we were to recognize 
that one’s bodily habitus is contingent on cultural context.  
 
8.2 Future research directions: towards healthier cities?   
Critical geographers have long been interested in a progressive ethics of 
difference. Cities are prosaic contact zones (Pratt, 1992) where individuals with 
incommensurable practices and identities collide and are compelled to negotiate a 
means of co-existence. Lees (2004: 11) contends that it is the heterogeneous 
quality of urban spaces that releases people from totalizing discourses and fixed 
identities as the ‘good’ city is one that can withstand subversive transgressions 
and dissent. The city should on the one hand be celebrated as a space of strange 
(ad)ventures and (be)longings (Amin, 2006). On the other, it should also be able 
to nurture urban solidarities in the face of divergent identities/practices. However, 
the rush towards the promotion of ‘healthy’ cities invariably bleaches out a 
plethora of health-related practices and subjectivities that are dubbed as 
‘unhealthy’ by powerful institutions. Cities have become effective machines for 
the regulation of diversity, and the smoking ban is one way in which different 
bodies are tightly policed through spatial strategies of segregation. If, indeed, a 
‘good’ city is one that embraces a disposition of cosmopolitan curiosity towards 
Others as well as an ‘ethos of unconditional hospitality’ (Amin, 2006: 1015), then 
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it may be valuable to think about some positive aspects of smoking spaces. I have 
shown how they can function as spaces of respite and sociability by bringing 
smokers from different backgrounds into relation with one another for a puff. 
Nonetheless, while smoking spaces are therapeutic for smokers, they are not so 
for most non-smokers unwilling to inhale second-hand smoke. Hence, the notion 
of not just ‘living well’ but ‘living well together’ promotes the pursuit of one’s 
freedom to feel well in spaces, in relation to others (Deneulin & McGregor, 2010: 
501). Concordant with this, the (Asian) city remains a fertile ground for future 
research directions attending to the emotional-sensual contestations and 
compromises between smokers and non-smokers as they aspire towards living 
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